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FREQUENCIES 
Weston Community Survey 2 
AREA. OF 'WESTON 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
. 1 303 29.6 29.6 29.6 
2 238 23.2 23.2 52.8 
3 240 23.4 23.4 76.2 
4 244 23.8 23.8 100.0 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1025 Missing Cases 0 
LIVED LENGTH OF RESIDENCY 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
less than 10 years 0 417 40.7 40.7 40.7 
10 to 19 years 10 181 17.7 17.7 58.4 
20 to 29 years 20 134 13.1 13.1 71.5 
30 to 39 years 30 158 15.4 15.4 86.9 
40 to 49 years 40 64 6.2 6.3 93.2 
50 to 59 years 50 28 2.7 2.7 95.9 
60 to 69 years 60 22 2.1 2.1 98.0 
70 to 79 years 70 18 1.8 1.8 99.8 
80 to 89 years 80 2 .2 .2 100.0 
1 .1 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1024 Missing Cases 1 
REMAIN "DO YOU 'IITSH TO MOVE?" 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
REMAIN 1 842 82.1 84.2 84.2 
MOVE 2 158 15.4 15.8 100.0 
25 2.4 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1000 Missing Cases 25 
HOVEl FIRST REASON FOR MOVING 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
NOISE~TRAFFIC PROBLEMS 1 12 1.2 7.9 7.9 
HOME PKEEP DIFFICULT 2 3 .3 2.0 9.9 
NEIGfBORSfRESIDENTS 3 24 2.3 15.8 25.7 
AREA kOUS NG DETERIORATING 4 14 1.4 9.2 34.9 CRIM DANGER 5 15 1.5 9.9 44.7 
PERSO AL REASONS 6 49 4.8 32.2 77.0 
PRESENT HOME INADE~UATE 7 21 2.0 13.8 90.3 
NOT WHEELCHAIR ACC SSIBLE 9 3 .3 2.0 92.8 
RE~UIRE SENIORS HOUSING 10 4 .4 2.6 95.4 
OT ER 99 7 .7 4.6 100.0 
373 85.2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 152 Missing Cases 873 
MOVE2 SECOND REASON FOR MOVING 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
NOISEbTRAFFIC PROBLEMS 1 4 .4 12.5 12.5 
HOME PKEfP DIFFICULT 2 1 .1 3.1 15.6 
NEIGHBORS RESIDENTS 3 5 .5 15.6 31.3 AREAt~OUS NG DETERIORATING 4 3 .8 25.0 56.3 CRIM DANGER 5 7 • 7 21.9 78.1 
PERSO AL REASONS 6 1 .1 3.1 81.3 
PRESENT HOME INADEQUATE 7 5 .5 15.6 96.9 
OTHER 99 1 .1 3.1 100.0 
993 96.9 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 32 Missing Cases 993 
3 December 4, 198 
REASONS FOR MOVING 
PERSONAL REASONS so 27.17% 
NEIGHBORS/RESIDENTS A P 29 15.76% 
PRESENT HOME INADEQUATE 26 14.13% 
AREA/HOUSING DETERIORAT 22 11.96% 
CRIME/DANGER 22 11.96% 
NOISE/TRAFFIC PROBLEMS 16 8.70% 
OTHER 8 4.35% 
HOME UPKEEP DIFFICULT 4 2.17% 
REQUIRE SENIORS HOUSING 4 2.17% 
NOT WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIB 3 1.63% 
TOTAL 184 lOO.OOZ 
LIKKl FIRST LIKED ASPECT OF NHOOD 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
aUIET 1 206 20.1 24.2 24.2 EIGHBORSbRESIDENTS 2 195 19.0 22.9 47.2 
FEEL COMF RTABLE IN AREA 3 50 4.9 5.9 53.1 
LOCATION 4 167 16.3 19.6 72.7 
RECREATIONAL SERVICE 5 29 2.8 3.4 76.1 
CITY SERVICES 6 13 1.3 1.5 77.6 
SCHOOLS 7 21 2.0 2.5 80.1 
AREA£ HOUSING 8 84 8.2 9.9 90.0 FAMI IAR WITH NEIGHBORHOOD 9 85 8.3 10.0 100.0 
175 17.1 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 850 Missing Cases 175 
LIKK2 SECOND LIKED ASPECT OF NHOOD 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
~UIET 1 41 4.0 9.4 9.4 EIGHBORS/RESIDENTS 2 122 11.9 28.0 37.4 
FEEL COMFORTABLE IN AREA 3 35 3.4 8.0 45.4 
LOCATION 4 78 7.6 17.9 63.3 
RECREATIONAL SERVICE 5 32 3.1 7.3 70.6 CITY SERVICES 6 22 2.1 5.0 75.7 
SCHOOLS 7 24 2.3 5.5 81.2 
AREA£ HOUSING 8 40 3.9 9.2 90.4 FAMI IAR WITH NEIGBORHOOD 9 42 4.1 9.6 100.0 
589 57.5 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 436 Missing Cases 589 
LIKK3 THIRD LIKED ASPECT OF NHOOD 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
aUIET 1 3 .3 2.5 2.5 EIGHBORSbRESIDENTS 2 20 2.0 16.7 19.2 
FEEL COMF RTABLE IN AREA 3 8 .8 6.7 25.8 
LOCATION 4 21 2.0 17.5 43.3 
RECREATIONAL SERVICE 5 20 2.0 16.7 60.0 
CITY SERVICES 6 4 .4 3.3 63.3 
SCHOOLS 7 10 1.0 8.3 71.7 
AREA£ HOUSING 8 23 2.2 19.2 90.8 FAMI IAR WITH NEIGHBORHOOD 9 11 1.1 9.2 100.0 
905 88.3 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 120 Missing Cases 905 
Weston Community Survey 4 
THINGS RESIDENTS LIKED ABOUT "WESTON 
NEIGHBORS/RESIDENTS 337 23.97% 
LOCATION 266 18.92% 
QUIET 250 17.78% 
AREA/HOUSING 147 10.46% 
FAMILIAR WITH NHOOD 138 9.82% 
FEEL COMFORTABLE IN ARE 93 6.61% 
RECREATIONAL 
SERVICES/FACILITIES 81 5.76% 
SCHOOLS 55 3.91% 
CITY SERVICES 39 2. 77% 
TOTAL 1231 87.55Z 
DLIKEl FIRST DISLIKED ASPECT OF NHOOD 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
DELIN~UENT YOUTH 1 86 8.4 12.6 12.6 
NEIGH ORSbRESIDENTS 2 77 7.5 11.3 24.0 
HOMES/YAR S DETERIORATING 3 86 8.4 12.6 36.6 
CRIME 4 72 7.0 10.6 47.2 
TRAFFIC PROBLEMS 7 67 6.5 9.9 57.1 
LACK OF AREA MAINTENANCE 11 45 4.4 6.6 63.7 
AREA TOO NOISY 13 95 9.3 14.0 77.6 
RENTERS/SLUM LANDLORD 17 47 4.6 6.9 84.6 OTHER 99 105 10.2 15.4 100.0 
345 33.7 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 680 Missing Cases 345 
DLIKE2 SECOND DISLIKED ASPECT OF NHOOD 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
DELIN~UENT YOUTH 1 29 2.8 10.4 10.4 
NEIGH ORSbRESIDENTS 2 20 2.0 7.2 17.6 
HOMES/YAR S DETERIORATING 3 33 3.2 11.9 29.5 CRIME 4 35 3.4 12.6 42.1 
TRAFFIC PROBLEMS 7 25 2.4 9.0 51.1 LACK OF AREA MAINTENANCE 11 34 3.3 12.2 63.3 AREA TOO NOISY 13 40 3.9 14.4 77.7 
RENTERS/SLUM LANDLORD 17 20 2.0 7.2 84.9 OTHER 99 42 4.1 15.1 100.0 
747 72.9 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 278 Missing Cases 747 
DLIKK3 THIRD DISLIKED ASPECT OF NHOOD 
Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
DELINYUENT YOUTH 1 4 .4 5.0 5.0 NEIGH ORS RESIDENTS 2 5 .5 6.3 11.3 HOMES YARbS DETERIORATING 3 11 '1 .1 13.8 25.0 CRIME 4 2 .2 2.5 27.5 TRAFFIC PROBLEMS 7 9 .9 11.3 38.8 
LACK OF AREA MAINTENANCE 11 22 2.1 27.5 66.3 AREA TOO NOISY 13 13 1.3 16.3 82.5 RENTERS/SLUM LANDLORD 17 2 .2 2.5 85.0 OTHER 99 12 1.2 15.0 100.0 
945 92.2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 80 Missing Cases 945 
5 December 4, 198 
THINGS RESIDENTS DISLIKED ABOUT WESTON 
OTHER 159 15.32% 
AREA TOO NOISY 148 14.26% 
HOMES/YARDS DETERIORATI 130 12.52% 
DELINQUENT YOUTH 119 11.46% 
CRIME 109 10.50% 
NEIGHBORS/RESIDENTS 102 9.83% 
TRAFFIC PROBLEMS 101 9.73% 
LACK OF AREA MAINTENANC 101 9.73% 
RENTERS/SLUM LANDLORDS 69 6.65% 
TOTAL 1038 100.00Z 
SUE IS THIS A SAFE N HOOD 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 598 58.3 60.7 60.7 
NO 2 220 21.5 22.3 83.0 
SAME AS ANYWHERE ELSE 3 167 16.3 17.0 100.0 
40 3.9 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 985 Missing Cases 40 
NSUE1 :FIRST REASON ITS NOT SAFE 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
CRIMES AGAINST PERSON 1 33 3.2 15.6 15.6 
PERCEIVED TEENAGE THREAT 4 21 2.0 10.0 25.6 
PUBLIC DRUNKENESStLOITERERS 5 18 1.8 8.5 34.1 
CRIMIS AGNST PROP RTY 6 120 11.7 56.9 91.0 LACK SLOW POLICE RESPONSE 8 4 .4 1.9 92.9 OTHE 99 15 1.5 7.1 100.0 
814 79.4 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 211 Missing Cases 814 
NSUE2 SECOND REASON ITS NOT SAFE 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
CRIMES AGAINST PERSON 1 11 1.1 19.6 19.6 
PERCEIVED TEENAGE THREAT 4 7 .7 12.5 32.1 
PUBLIC DRUNKENESSfLOITERERS 5 11 1.1 19.6 51.8 CRIMES AGNST PROP RTY 6 21 2.0 37.5 89.3 
LACKkSLOW POLICE RESPONSE 8 2 .2 3.6 92.9 OTHE 99 4 .4 7.1 100.0 
969 94.5 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 56 Missing Cases 969 
NSAEE3 THIRD REASON ITS NOT SUE 
Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
PERCEIVED TEENAGE THREAT 4 3 .3 33.3 33.3 
PUBLIC DRUNKENESStLOITERERS 5 1 .1 11.1 44.4 CRIMES AGNST PROP RTY 6 1 .1 11.1 55.6 
LACKkSLOW POLICE RESPONSE 8 2 .2 22.2 77.8 OTHE 99 2 .2 22.2 100.0 
1016 99.1 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 9 Missing Cases 1016 
Weston Community Survey 6 
"WHY ISN'T IT SAFE IN "WESTON 
CRIMES AGNST PROP 142 51.45% 
CRIMES AGAINST PERSON 44 15.94% 
PERCEIVED TEENAGE THREA 31 11.23% 
PUBLIC DRUNKENESS/LOITE 30 10.87% 
OTHER 21 7.61% 
LACK/SLOW POLICE RSPNSE 8 2.90% 
TOTAL 276 100.00Z 
SSA:FKl :FIRST THING TO HAKE IT SAFER 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
POLICE SERVICE 1 239 23.3 48.8 48.8 
IMPROVE PERSNL SECURITY 3 31 3.0 6.3 55.1 
IMPROVE LIGHTING 4 16 1.6 3.3 58.4 
IMPROVE NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH 5 95 9.3 19.4 77.8 
ADDRESS NEEDS OF T~ENS 6 29 2.8 5.9 83.7 
REGULATE BARShPOOL 7-ELEVEN 13 46 4.5 9.4 93.1 
LAW ENFORCEME T 99 34 3.3 6.9 100.0 
535 52.2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 490 Missing Cases 535 
SSA:FK2 SECOND THING TO HAKE IT SAFER 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
POLICE SERVICE 1 45 4.4 26.9 26.9 
IMPROVE PERSNL SECURITY 3 4 .4 2.4 29.3 
IMPROVE LIGHTING 4 4 .4 2.4 31.7 
IMPROVE NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH 5 71 6.9 42.5 74.3 
ADDRESS NEEDS OF TEENS 6 19 1.9 11.4 85.6 
REGULATE BARSbPOOL/7-ELEVEN 13 19 1.9 11.4 97.0 
LAW ENFORCEME T 99 5 .5 3.0 100.0 858 83.7 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 167 Missing Cases 858 
SSA:FK3 THIRD THING TO HAKE IT SAYER 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
POLICE SERVICE 1 4 .4 10.3 10.3 
IMPROVE PERSNL SECURITY 3 2 .2 5.1 15.4 
IMPROVE LIGHTING 4 1 .1 2.6 17.9 
IMPROVE NEIGHBORHOOD 5 21 2.0 53.8 71.8 
ADDRESS NEEDS OF TEENS 6 4 .4 10.3 82.1 
REGULATE BARShPOOL/7-ELEVEN 13 4 .4 10.3 92.3 
LAW ENFORCEME T 99 3 .3 7.7 100.0 
986 96.2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 39 Missing Cases 986 
7 December 4, 198 
"WHAT COULD MAKE IT SAFER 
POLICE SERVICE 288 41.38% 
IMPROVE NEIGHBORHOOD WA 187 26.87% 
REGULATE BARS/POOL/7-11 69 9.91% 
ADDRESS NEEDS OF TEENS 52 7.47% 
LAW ENFORCEMENT 42 6.03% 
IMPROVE PERSNL SECURITY 37 5.32% 
IMPROVE LGHTING 21 3.02% 
TOTAL 696 lOO.OOZ 
NllATCH EVER HEARD OF N HOOD ~ATCH1 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 971 94.7 94.9 94.9 
NO 2 52 5.1 5.1 100.0 
2 .2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1023 Missing Cases 2 
~ATCHE IS N HOOD ~ATCH EFFECTIVE? 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 624 60.9 62.6 62.6 
NO 2 131 12.8 13.1 75.7 
DON'T KNOW 3 242 23.6 24.3 100.0 
28 2.7 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 997 Missing Cases 28 
PARK 'llHKRK DO YOU USE PARKS? 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
WESTON 1 447 43.6 44.0 44.0 
OUTSIDE OF WESTON 2 102 10.0 10.0 54.0 
BOTH 3 40 3.9 3.9 57.9 
NOWHERE 4 428 41.8 42.1 100.0 
8 .8 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1017 Missing Cases 8 
socc SOCCER FIELDS NKKD TO BE IMPROVED? 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 88 8.6 8.7 8.7 
NO 2 123 12.0 12.2 20.9 
DONT USE 3 694 67.7 68.8 89.7 
DON'T KNOW 4 104 10.1 10.3 100.0 
16 1.6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1009 Missing Cases 16 
Weston Community Survey 8 
SOCCffil HO~ IMPROVE SOCCER FIELDS! 
Val:id Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
LEVELLING 1 36 3.5 55.4 55.4 
MAINTENANCE/IMPROVE FACILITIES 4 22 2.1 33.8 89.2 OTHER 99 7 .7 10.8 100.0 
960 93.7 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 65 Missing Cases 960 
HOCK HOCICKY RINKS NEED TO BK IMPROVED! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 107 10.4 10.5 10.5 
NO 2 115 11.2 11.2 21.7 
DONT USE 3 717 70.0 70.1 91.8 
DON'T KNOW 4 84 8.2 8.2 100.0 
2 .2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1023 Missing Cases 2 
HOCKffil HO~ IMPROVE HOCICKY RINKS! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
IMPROVE ICE 1 24 2.3 29.3 29.3 
IMPROVE FACILITIES 2 32 3.1 39.0 68.3 
MORE RINKS NEEDED 3 5 .5 6.1 74.4 
INDOOR RINKS 5 8 .8 9.8 84.1 
IMPROVE HOURS 7 7 .7 8.5 92.7 
OTHER 99 6 .6 7.3 100.0 
943 92.0 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 82 Missing Cases 943 
BASK BASEBALL DIAMONDS NKKD TO BK IMPROVED! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 100 9.8 9.8 9.8 
NO 2 138 13.5 13.5 23.3 DONT USE 3 686 66.9 67.1 90.3 
DON'T KNOW 4 99 9.7 9.7 100.0 
2 .2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1023 Missing Cases 2 
BASKffil HO~ IMPROVE BASEBALL DIAMONDS? 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
IMPROVE FIELD 1 43 4.2 53.1 53.1 
IMPROVE FACILITIES 2 13 1.3 16.0 69.1 NEED MORE DIAMONDS 3 6 .6 7.4 76.5 MORE BENCHES 4 18 1.8 22.2 98.8 RELOCATE AWAY FROM RES. 5 1 .1 1.2 100.0 
944 92.1 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 81 Missing Cases 944 
FOOT FOOTBALL FIELDS NKKD TO BE IMPROVED? 
Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 72 7.0 7.0 7.0 NO 2 104 10.1 10.2 17.2 DONT USE 3 748 73.0 73.2 90.4 DON'T KNOW 4 98 9.6 9.6 100.0 
3 .3 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1022 Missing Cases 3 
9 December 4, 1987 
FOOTifll' HO~ IMPROVE FOOTBALL FIELDS? 
Va~id Cum 
Va~ue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
IMPROVE FIELD 1 30 2.9 62.5 62.5 
GENERAL UPGRADNG 2 3 .3 6.3 68.8 
BETTER MAINTENENCE 3 6 .6 12.5 81.3 
NEED MORE 4 6 .6 12.5 93.8 
BARRIER CPR/WESTON MEM. PRK. 5 3 .3 6.3 100.0 
977 95.3 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Va~id Cases 48 Missing Cases 977 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------PARKS PARKS NEED TO BE IMPROVED! 
Va~id Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 285 27.8 27.9 27.9 
NO 2 253 24.7 24.8 52.7 
DONT USE 3 414 40.4 40.5 93.2 
DON'T KNOW 4 69 6. 7 6.8 100.0 
4 .4 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1021 Missing Cases 4 
PARKifll' HO~ IMPROVE PARKS! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
BETTER MAINTENANCE 1 72 7.0 30.8 30.8 
INCREASE # OF BENCHES 2 21 2.0 9.0 39.7 
ADD PLAY APPARATUS 3 53 5.2 22.6 62.4 
ADD TREES 4 12 1.2 5.1 67.5 
UPGRADE PASCOE PARK 5 16 1.6 6.8 74.4 
UPGRADE KNOWLES PARK 6 13 1.3 5.6 79.9 
UPGRADE CAMPION PtRK 7 6 .6 2.6 82.5 
CONTROL ROWDYNESS VANDALISM 8 24 2.3 10.3 92.7 
FENCES NEEDED 9 7 .7 3.0 95.7 
IMPROVE LIGHTING 10 6 .6 2.6 98.3 
BETTER SUPERVISION 11 4 .4 1.7 100.0 
791 77.2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Va~id Cases 234 Missing Cases 791 
~ADING ~ADING POOLS NKKD TO BE IMPROVED! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 127 12.4 12.4 12.4 
NO 2 182 17.8 17.8 30.2 
DONT USE 3 613 59.8 60.0 90.2 
DON'T KNOW 4 100 9.8 9.8 100.0 
3 .3 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1022 Missing Cases 3 
~ADNGifll' HO~ IMPROVE ~ADING POOLS? 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
IMPROVE SUPERVISION 1 18 1.8 18.8 18.8 
IMPROVE SANITATION 2 20 2.0 20.8 39.6 
INCREASE { OF POOLS 3 22 2.1 22.9 62.5 
BETTER MA NTENENCE 4 21 2.0 21.9 84.4 
OPEN EARLIER IN YEAR 5 15 1.5 15.6 100.0 
929 90.6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 96 Missing Cases 929 
Weston Community Survey 10 
TENN TENNIS COURTS NEED TO BE IMPROVED? 
Val.id Cum 
Val.ue Label. Val.ue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 77 7.5 7.5 7.5 
NO 2 73 7.1 7.1 14.7 
DONT USE 3 775 75.6 75.9 90.6 
DON'T KNOW 4 96 9.4 9.4 100.0 
4 .4 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Val.id Cases 1021 Missing Cases 4 
TENNIDI' HOW IMPROVE TENNIS COURTS? 
Val.id Cum 
Val.ue Label. Val.ue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
IMPROVE SURFACE 1 23 2.2 36.5 36.5 
IMPROVE NET 2 13 1.3 20.6 57.1 
ADD TENNIS COURTS 3 18 1.8 28.6 85.7 GENERAL MAINTENANCE 4 9 .9 14.3 100.0 
962 93.9 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Val.id Cases 63 Missing Cases 962 
PLRNK PLEASURE RINKS NEED TO BE IMPROVED? 
Val.id ·Cum 
Value Label. Val.ue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 119 11.6 11.6 11.6 
NO 2 99 9.7 9.7 21.3 
DONT USE 3 726 70.8 71.0 92.3 
DON'T KNOW 4 79 7.7 7.7 100.0 
2 .2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Val.id Cases 1023 Missing Cases 2 
PLRNKIDI' HOW IMPROVE PLEASURE RINKS? 
Valid Cum 
Val.ue Label. Val.ue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
SHELTER/CHANGE ROOM l 8 .8 9.0 9.0 
IMPROVE MAINTENANCE 2 5 .5 5.6 14.6 NEED MORE 3 14 1.4 15.7 30.3 IMPROVE SURFACE 4 32 3.1 36.0 66.3 
ENLARGE RINKS 5 14 1.4 15.7 82.0 ENFORCE PLEASURE SKATING RULE 6 9 .9 10.1 92.1 IMPROVE HOURS 7 7 .7 7.9 100.0 
936 91.3 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 89 Missing Cases 936 
COMC COMM. CENTRE NEED TO BK IMPROVED? 
Valid Cum Val.ue Label. Val.ue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 295 28.8 28.9 28.9 NO 2 96 9.4 9.4 38.3 DONT USE 3 519 50.6 50.8 89.0 DON'T KNOW 4 112 10.9 11.0 100.0 
3 .3 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Val.id Cases 1022 Missing Cases 3 
COMCIDI' HOW IMPROVE COMM. CKNTRK1 
Val.ue Label. Val.ue Frequency Percent 
Val.id Cum 
Percent Percent 
NEW CENTRE NEEDED 1 60 5.9 22.6 22.6 
EXPANDfUPGRADE CENTRE 2 169 16.5 63.5 86.1 RE~UIR S SUPRVSION OF PROGRAMS 3 23 2.2 8.6 94.7 
IM ROVE E~UIPMENT 4 6 .6 2.3 97.0 BETTER/AL YEAR HOURS 5 8 .8 3.0 100.0 
759 74.0 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Val.id Cases 266 Missing Cases 759 
11 December 4, 1987 
TEEN NEED FOR TENN DROP-IN CENTRE! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 690 67.3 68.5 68.5 
NO 2 122 11.9 12.1 80.6 
DON'T KNOW 3 196 19.1 19.4 100.0 
17 1.7 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1008 Missing Cases 17 
SENIOR NERD FOR SENIORS ACTIVITY CENTRE! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 661 64.5 65.6 65.6 
NO 2 132 12.9 13.1 78.7 
DON'T KNOW 3 214 20.9 21.3 100.0 
18 1.8 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100·.0 
Valid Cases 1007 Missing Cases 18 
HORSE NERD FOR HORSESHOE PIT7 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 508 49.6 50.4 50.4 
NO 2 220 21.5 21.8 72.2 
DON'T KNOW 3 280 27.3 27.8 100.0 
17 1.7 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1008 Missing Cases 17 
SHUHL NKKD FOR SHUHLEBOARD7 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 472 46.0 47.0 47.0 
NO 2 231 22.5 23.0 70.0 
DON'T KNOW 3 302 29.5 30.0 100.0 
20 2.0 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1005 Missing Cases 20 
:FACOTHl :FIRST SELECTION O:F OTHER :FACIL NEEDED 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
INDOOR FACILITIES 1 50 4.9 14.4 14.4 
OUTDOOR FACILITIES 2 56 5.5 16.1 30.5 
INDOOR SWMNG POOL 4 53 5.2 15.2 45.7 
LIBRARY~PARENT-CHILD RESOURCES . 6 27 2.6 7.8 53.4 
ADDIT. ARK FACILITIES 7 21 2.0 6.0 59.5 
PROGRAMS FOR TEENS 8 41 4.0 11.8 71.3 
SENIORS PROGRAMSlFACILITIES 10 33 3.2 9.5 80.7 
IMPROVE SPORTS F CILITIES 11 22 2.1 6.3 87.1 
INCREASED SUPERVISED 13 36 3.5 10.3 97.4 
UTILIZE CECIL RHODES #1 14 7 .7 2.0 99.4 
OTHER 99 2 .2 .6 100.0 
677 66.0 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 348 Missing Cases 677 
Weston Community Survey 12 
FACOTH2 SECOND SELECTION OF OTHER FACIL. NEEDED 
VaLi.d Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
INDOOR FACILITIES 1 12 1.2 12.5 12.5 
OUTDOOR FACILITIES 2 13 1.3 13.5 26.0 
INDOOR SWMNG POOL 4 12 1.2 12.5 38.5 
LIBRARYfPARENT-CHILD RESOURCES 6 1 .1 1.0 39.6 
ADDIT. ARK FACILITIES 7 7 .7 7.3 46.9 
PROGRAMS FOR TEENS 8 14 1.4 14.6 61.5 
SENIORS PROGRAMS{FACILITIES 10 10 1.0 10.4 71.9 
IMPROVE SPORTS F CILITIES 11 14 1.4 14.6 86.5 
INCREASED SUPREVISED 13 10 1.0 10.4 96.9 
UTILIZE CECIL RHODES #1 14 3 .3 3.1 100.0 
929 90.6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 96 Missing Cases 929 
OTHER FACILITIES NEEDED IN "WESTON 
OUTDOOR FACILITIES 69 15.54% 
INDOOR SWMNG POOL 65 14.64% 
INDOOR FACILITIES 62 13.96% 
PROGRAMS FOR TEENS 55 12.39% 
INCREASED SUPREVISED 
PROGRAMMING 46 10.36% 
SENIORS PROGRAMS/FACIL 43 9.68% 
IMPROVE SPORTS FACILITI 36 8.11% 
ADDIT. PARK FACILITIES 28 6.31% 
LIBRARY/PARENT-CHILD 
FACILITIES 28 6.31% 
UTILIZE CECIL RHODES #1 10 2.25% 
OTHER 2 0.45% 
TOTAL 251 56.53Z 
PARTIP DO YOU PARTICIPATE IN COMM. ACTIVITIES1 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 429 41.9 42.8 42.8 
NO 2 544 53.1 54.2 97.0 
DON'T KNOW 3 30 2.9 3.0 100.0 
22 2.1 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1003 Missing Cases 22 
PARPR01 FIRST PROGRAM PARTICIPATED IN 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
BINGO 1 69 6.7 15.8 15.8 
COMMUNITY MEETINGS 2 32 3.1 7.3 23.1 
CHURCH 3 57 5.6 13.0 36.2 
LEGION ACTIVITIES 4 49 4.8 11.2 47.4 
SPORTS 5 69 6.7 15.8 63.2 
NHOOD WATCH 6 75 7.3 17.2 80.3 
SCHOOL EVENTS 7 23 2.2 5.3 85.6 
COMM. CENTRE ACTIVITIES 8 46 4.5 10.5 96.1 
YOUT~ DROP-IN EVENTS 9 2 .2 .5 96.6 CUBS GUIDES ETC. 10 12 1.2 2.7 99.3 OTHE 99 3 .3 .7 100.0 
588 57.4 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 437 Missing Cases 588 
13 December 4, 1987 
Wescon Communicy Survey 14 
PARPR02 SECOND PROGRAM PARTICIPATED IN 
VaU.d Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percenc Percenc Percenc 
BINGO 1 12 1.2 6.2 6.2 COMMUNITY MEETINGS 2 23 2.2 11.8 17.9 CHURCH 3 35 3.4 17.9 35.9 LEGION ACTIVITIES 4 14 1.4 7.2 43.1 SPORTS 5 22 2.1 11.3 54.4 NHOOD WATCH 6 27 2.6 13.8 68.2 SCHOOL EVENTS 7 22 2.1 11.3 79.5 
COMM. CENTRE ACTIVITIES 8 30 2.9 15.4 94.9 
YOUTH DROP-IN EVENTS 9 3 .3 1.5 96.4 
CUBSkGUIDES ETC. 10 5 .5 2.6 99.0 OTHE 99 2 .2 1.0 100.0 
830 81.0 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 195 Missing Cases 830 
PARPR03 THIRD PROGRAM PARTICIPATED IN 
Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percenc Percenc Percenc 
BINGO 1 6 .6 11.3 11.3 COMMUNITY MEETINGS 2 8 .8 15.1! 26.4 CHURCH 3 8 .8 15.1 41.5 
LEGION ACTIVITIES 4 2 .2 3.8 45.3 SPORTS 5 6 .6 11.3 56.6 NHOOD WATCH 6 9 .9 17.0 73.6 SCHOOL EVENTS 7 5 .5 9.4 83.0 COMM. CENTRE ACTIVITIES 8 5 .5 9.4 92.5 
YOUT~ DROP-IN EVENTS 9 1 .1 1.9 94.3 CUBS GUIDES ETC. 10 3 .3 5.7 100.0 
972 94.8 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 53 Missing Cases 972 
PROGRAMS RESIDENTS PARTICIPATE IN 
NHOOD WATCH 111 18.97% 
SPORTS 97 16.58% 
BINGO 87 14.87% 
COMM. CENTRE ACTIVITIES 81 13.85% 
LEGION ACTIVITIES 65 11.11% 
COMMUNITY MEETINGS 63 10.77% 
SCHOOL EVENTS 50 8.55% 
CUBS/GUIDES ETC. 20 3.42% 
YOUTH DROP-IN EVENTS 6 1.03% 
OTHER 5 0.85% 
TOTAL 585 100.00I 
RKCADQ ARK RECREATION PROGRAMS ADEQUATE ~OR YOU 
Value Label Value Frequency Percenc Valid Cum Percenc Percenc 
YES 1 492 48.0 49.3 49.3 NO 2 186 18.1 18.7 68.0 DON'T KNOW 3 319 31.1 32.0 100.0 
28 2.7 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 997 Missing Cases 28 
15 December 4, 1987 
R.ECSUG1 :FIRST SUGGESTION FOR RKC. PROGRAMS 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
SENIORS ACTIVITIES 1 40 3.9 22.1 22.1 
SOCIAL EVENTS 2 11 1.1 6.1 28.2 
YOUTH ACTIVITIES 3 15 1.5 8.3 36.5 
ARTS AND CRAFTS 4 15 1.5 8.3 44.8 
PRE-TEEN PROGRAMS 6 22 2.1 12.2 56.9 
ADULT PROGRAMS 7 24 2.3 13.3 70.2 
SPORTXfrEXERCISE 9 43 4.2 23.8 93.9 
PROGR MING AT WESTON c.c. 99 11 1.1 6.1 100.0 
844 82.3 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 181 Missing Cases 844 
RKCSUG2 SECOND SUGGESTION FOR REC. PROGRAMS 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
SENIORS ACTIVITIES 1 4 .4 5.3 5.3 
SOCIAL EVENTS 2 9 .9 12.0 17.3 
YOUTH ACTIVITIES 3 8 .8 10.7 28.0 
ARTS AND CRAFTS 4 8 .8 10.7 38.7 
PRE-TEEN PROGRAMS 6 7 .7 9.3 48.0 
ADULT PROGRAMS 7 14 1.4 18.7 66.7 
SPORTUEXERCISE 9 15 1.5 20.0 86.7 
PROGR MING AT WESTON c.c. 99 10 1.0 13.3 100.0 
950 92.7 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 75 Missing Cases 950 
SUGGESTED RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS 
SPORTS/EXERCISE 58 22.66% 
SENIORS ACTIVITIES 44 17.19% 
ADULT PROGRAMS 38 14.84% 
PRE-TEEN PROGRAMS 29 11.33% 
ARTS AND CRAFTS 23 8.98% 
YOUTH ACTIVITIES 23 8.98% 
PROGRAMMING AT WESTON 
COMMUNITY CENTRE 21 8.20% 
SOCIAL EVENTS 20 7.81% 
TOTAL 256 lOO.OOZ 
. . 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
CHILDC NEED FOR CHILD CARE? 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 147 14.3 14.4 14.4 
NO 2 859 83.8 84.3 98.7 
DON'T KNOW 3 13 1.3 1.3 100.0 
6 .6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1019 Missing Cases 6 
Weston Community Survey 
CELDLY NEED FOR CARE FOR ELDERLY? 
Value Label Value Frequency 
YES 1 174 
NO 2 785 
DON'T KNOW 3 61 
5 
-------TOTAL 1025 
Valid Cases 1020 Missing Cases 5 
HLTHCR NEED FOR HEALTH CARE! 
Value Label Value Frequency 
YES 1 263 
NO 2 704 




Valid Cases 1018 Missing Cases 7 











Valid Cases 1019 Missing Cases 6 
16 
Valid Cum 
Percent Percent Percent 
17.0 17.1 17.1 
76.6 77 .o 94.0 
6.0 6.0 100.0 
.5 MISSING 
------- -------100.0 100.0 
Valid Cum 
Percent Percent Percent 
25.7 25.8 25.8 
68.7 69.2 95.0 
5.0 5.0 100.0 
.7 MISSING 
------- -------100.0 100.0 
Valid Cum 
Percent Percent Percent 
9.8 9.8 9.8 
86.6 87.1 97.0 




-------------------------------------------------------------------------------EHPASS NEED FOR EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE? 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 221 21.6 21.7 21.7 
NO 2 769 75.0 75.4 97.1 
DON'T KNOW 3 30 2.9 2.9 100.0 
5 .5 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1020 Missing Cases 5 
~<KLASS NEED FOR I<ELFARK ASSISTANCE? 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 132 12.9 13.0 13.0 
NO 2 864 84.3 84.8 97.7 
DON'T KNOW 3 23 2.2 2.3 100.0 
6 .6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1019 Missing Cases 6 
MA.INTG NEED FOR ASSISTANCE IN MA.IN. YOUR HOME! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 242 23.6 23.8 23.8 
NO 2 738 72.0 72.5 96.3 
DON'T KNOW 3 38 3.7 3.7 100.0 
7 .7 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1018 Missing Cases 7 
17 December 4, 1987 
DRUGAL ARK DRUGS/ALCOHOL A TEENAGE PROBLEM! 
Va~id Cum 
Va~ue La be~ Va~ue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 510 49.8 50.1 50.1 
NO 2 193 18.8 19.0 69.1 
DON'T KNOW 3 315 30.7 30.9 100.0 
7 .7 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1018 Missing Cases 7 
LOITNG IS LOITERING A TEENAGE PROBLEM! 
Va~id Cum 
Va~ue La be~ Va~ue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 650 63.4 63.9 63.9 
NO 2 254 24.8 25.0 88.8 
DON'T KNOW 3 114 11.1 11.2 100.0 
7 .7 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Va~id Cases 1018 Missing Cases 7 
--------------------------~----------------------------------,-----------------
VNDLSM IS VANDALISM A TEENAGE PROBLEM! 
Va~id Cum 
Va~ue La be~ Va~ue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 540 52.7 53.0 53.0 
NO 2 305 29.8 30.0 83.0 
DON'T KNOW 3 173 16.9 17.0 100.0 
7 .7 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Va~id Cases 1018 Missing Cases 7 
UNMl'LY IS UNEMPLOYMENT A TEENAGE PROBLEM! 
Va~id Cum 
Va~ue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 380 37.1 37.3 37.3 
NO 2 109 10.6 10.7 48.0 
DON'T KNOW 3 530 51.7 52.0 100.0 
6 .6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1019 Missing Cases 6 
LCKJBS IS LACK OF JOB SKILL A TEENAGE PROBLEM! 
Va~id Cum 
Value La be~ Va~ue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 360 35.1 35.4 35.4 
NO 2 95 9.3 9.3 44.7 
DON'T KNOW 3 562 54.8 55.3 100.0 
8 .8 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Va~id Cases 1017 Missing Cases 8 
TNPREG IS PREGNANCY A TEENAGE PROBLEM! 
Va~id Cum 
Va~ue La be~ Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 224 21.9 22.0 22.0 
NO 2 146 14.2 14.4 36.4 
DON'T KNOW 3 647 63.1 63.6 100.0 
8 .8 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1017 Missing Cases 8 
Weston Community Survey 18 
SCHLAT IS POOR SCHOOL ATTENDANCE A TKKNAGE PROB 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 203 19.8 20.0 20.0 
NO 2 115 11.2 11.3 31.3 
DON'T KNOW 3 699 68.2 68.7 100.0 8 .8 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1017 Missing Cases 8 
LCKRKC IS LACK OF RKC. ACTIVITIES A TKKNAGE PRO 
valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 324 31.6 31.9 31.9 
NO 2 228 22.2 22.4 54.3 
DON'T KNOW 3 465 45.4 45.7 100.0 
8 .8 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1017 Missing Cases 8 
LCKAMB IS LACK OF AMBITION A TKKNAGE PROBLKM1 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 422 41.2 41.5 41.5 
NO 2 104 10.1 10.2 51.7 
DON'T KNOW 3 491 47.9 48.3 100.0 
8 .8 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1017 Missing Cases 8 
PRBLA"II' IS PROBLEMS "II'ITH THK LA"II' A TKKNAGE PROBL 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 246 24.0 24.2 24.2 
NO 2 177 17.3 17.4 41.6 
DON'T KNOW 3 594 58.0 58.4 100.0 
8 .8 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1017 Missing Cases 8 
PRBHOM IS PROBLEMS AT HOME A TEENAGE PROBLKM1 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 299 29.2 29.4 29.4 
NO 2 124 12.1 12.2 41.6 
DON'T KNOW 3 594 58.0 58.4 100.0 
8 .8 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1017 Missing Cases 8 
DYCR DO YOU USE DAYCARK FACILITIES? 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 39 3.8 3.8 3.8 
NO 2 979 95.5 96.2 100.0 
7 .7 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1018 Missing Cases 7 
19 December 4, 1987 
DmmY1 FIRST REASON RHY NOT 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
NO NEED 1 665 64.9 75.1 75.1 
NO NEED YET 2 30 2.9 3.4 78.4 
FAMILY CARES FOR CHILDREN 4 131 12.8 14.8 93.2 
USE A BABYSITTER 5 33 3.2 3.7 97.0 
NO ROOM IN LOCAL DAY CARE 6 6 .6 .7 97.6 
TOO EXPENSIVE 11 10 1.0 1.1 98.8 
POOR HOURS 13 2 .2 .2 99.0 
OTHER 99 9 .9 1.0 100.0 
139 13.6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 886 Missing Cases 139 
DmmY2 SECOND REASON RHY NOT 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
NO NEED 1 1 .1 12.5 12.5 
NO NEED YET 2 2 .2 25.0 37.5 
USE A BABYSITTER 5 2 .2 25.0 62.5 
OTHER 99 3 .3 37.5 100.0 
1017 99.2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 8 Missing Cases 1017 
"WHY RESIDENTS DON'T USE DAYCARE 
NO NEED 666 74.50% 
FAMILY CARES FOR CHILDR 131 14.65% 
USE A BABYSITTER 35 3.91% 
NO NEED YET 32 3.58% 
OTHER 12 1.34% 
TOO EXPENSIVE 10 1.12% 
NO ROOM IN LOCAL DAY CAR 6 0.67% 
POOR HOURS 2 0.22% 
TOTAL 894 lOO.OOZ 
DYQ'ES IF YES DO YOU USE DAYCAR.E IN "llli:STON7 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 24 2.3 61.5 61.5 
NO 2 15 1.5 38.5 100.0 
986 96.2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------· 
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 39 Missing Cases 986 
DYmmY1 FIRST REASON RHY NOT IN "llli:STON 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
UNAWARE OF FACILITIES 1 2 .2 14.3 14.3 
PREFER FORMER FACILITIES 2 9 .9 64.3 78.6 
NO ROOM IN LOCAL DAYCARE 3 3 .3 21.4 100.0 
lOll 98.6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 14 Missing Cases lOll 
Weston Community Survey 20 
D~2 SECOND REASON WHY NOT IN RESTON 
Valid 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent 
UNAWARE OF FACILITIES 1 1 .1 50.0 
PREFER FORMER FACILITIES 2 1 .1 50.0 
1023 99.8 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 2 Missing Cases 1023 
WHY RESIDENTS DON•T USE DAYCARE IN WESTON 
PREFER FORMER FACILITY 
UNAWARE OF FACILITIES 
NO ROOM IN LOCAL DAYCAR 
TOTAL 
IN:FNCR USE OR REQUIRE INFANT DAYCARE1 
Value Label Value Frequency 
YES 1 84 
NO 2 897 




Valid Cases 1007 Missing Cases 18 
PRSCHL USE OR REQUIRE PRE-SCHOOL DAYCARE? 
Value Label Value Frequency 
YES 1 151 
NO 2 834 




Valid Cases 1010 Missing Cases 15 
SCHLAG USE OR REQUIRE SCHOOL AGE DAYCARE! 
Value Label Value Frequency 
YES 1 199 
NO 2 783 


































USE OR REQUIRE TRKNTY-:FOUR HOUR DAYCARE7 
Valid 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent 
YES 1 66 6.4 6.5 
NO 2 916 89.4 90.7 
DON'T KNOW 3 28 2.7 2.8 
15 1.5 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 

























21 December 4, 1987 
KMRGCY USE OR REQUIRE EMERGENCY DA.YCARE1 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 113 11.0 11.2 11.2 
NO 2 871 85.0 86.3 97.5 
DON'T KNOW 3 25 2.4 2.5 100.0 
16 1.6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1009 Missing Cases 16 
OTHRDY1 FIRST OTHER DA.YCA.RE DESIRED 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
SPECIALIZED DAYCARE 1 10 1.0 6.1 6.1 
MORE DAYCARE 2 74 7.2 44.8 50.9 
AFFORDABLE DAYCARE 3 15 1.5 9.1 60.0 
SCHOOL AGE DAYCARE 4 20 2.0 12.1 72.1 
TWENTYFOUR HOUR DAYCARE 6 9 .9 5.5 77.6 
INFANT CARE 7 19 1.9 11.5 89.1 
BETTER QUALITY DAYCARE 10 9 .9 5.5 94.5 
OTHER 99 9 .9 5.5 100.0 
860 83.9 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 165 Missing Cases 860 
OTHRDY2 SECOND OTHER DAYCARE DESIRED 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
SPECIALIZED DAYCARE 1 2 .2 5.9 5.9 
MORE DAYCARE 2 7 .7 20.6 26.5 
AFFORDABLE DAYCARE 3 5 .5 14.7 41.2 
SCHOOL AGE DAYCARE 4 8 .8 23.5 64.7 
TWENTYFOUR HOUR DAYC 6 3 .3 8.8 73.5 
INFANT CARE 7 1 .1 2.9 76.5 
BETTER QUALITY DAYCA 10 3 .3 8.8 85.3 
OTHER 99 5 .5 14.7 100.0 
991 96.7 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 34 Missing Cases 991 
OTHER DAYCARE FACILITIES RESIDENTS "WOULD LIKE TO SEE 
MORE DAYCARE 81 40.70% 
SCHOOL AGE DAYCARE 28 14.07% 
AFFORDABLE DAYCARE 20 10.05% 
INFANT CARE 20 10.05% 
OTHER 14 7.04% 
TWENTYFOUR HOUR DAYCARE 12 6.03% 
BETTER QUALITY DAYCARE 12 6.03% 
SPECIALIZED DAYCARE 12 6.03% 
TOTAL 199 100.00Z 
PUBTRN DO YOU USE THE PUBLIC TRANSIT SYSTEM! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 698 68.1 68.7 68.7 
NO 2 318 31.0 31.3 100.0 
9 .9 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1016 Missing Cases 9 
Weston Community Survey 22 
PUBN'iiTl YIRST REASON YOR NOT USING TRANSIT 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 



















TOTAL 1025 100.0 












-------------------------------------------------------------------------------PUBN'iiT2 SECOND REASON FOR NOT USING TRANSIT 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
USE OWN VEHICLE 1 3 .3 30.0 30.0 
USE FRIEND'SfiRELATIVE'S 2 1 .1 10.0 40.0 
HEALTH REASO S 6 2 .2 20.0 60.0 
OTHER 99 4 .4 40.0 100.0 
1015 99.0 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 10 Missing Cases 1015 
WHY RESIDENTS DON'T USE THE TRANSIT SYSTEM 
USE OWN VEHICLE 259 80.19% 
OTHER 30 9.29% 
USE FRIENDS/RELATIVES v 19 5.88% 
HEALTH REASONS 15 4.64% 
TOTAL 323 lOO.OOZ 
PUBYST IY TRANSIT IS USED ARK YOU SATISFIED! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 541 52.8 78.1 78.1 
NO 2 152 14.8 21.9 100.0 
332 32.4 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 693 Missing Cases 332 
PUBYIIY WY NOT SATIS:FIKD7 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
DRIVERS RECKLESS/UNFRIENDLY 1 12 1.2 8.0 8.0 
SCHEDULE INACCURATE 2 10 1.0 6.7 14.7 
INDIRECT ROUTES 5 33 3.2 22.0 36.7 
INFRE~UrT STOPS 7 7 .7 4.7 41.3 IMPRO E ADD SHELTERS 8 12 1.2 8.0 49.3 
B¥ft~*QU NT SERVICE 9 71 6.9 47.3 96.7 99 5 .5 3.3 100.0 
875 85.4 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 150 Missing Cases 875 
SHP~S DO SHOPPING IN ~STON7 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 350 34.1 34.6 34.6 
NO 2 663 64.7 65.4 100.0 
12 1.2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1013 Missing Cases 12 
23 December 4, 1987. 
FOODST DO YOU USE FOOD STORK IN ~STON? 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 647 63.1 63.7 63.7 
NO 2 368 35.9 36.3 100.0 
10 1.0 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1015 Missing Cases 10 
FSTII'YN 'lffiY NOT USE FOOD STORK IN ~STON1 
Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
NONE IN AREA 1 13 1.3 11.7 11.7 
POOR SELECTION 2 28 2.7 25.2 36.9 
INCONVENIENT 3 3 .3 2.7 39.6 
TOO EXPENSIVE 4 32 3.1 28.8 68.5 
PREFER STORE OUTSIDE WESTON 5 35 3.4 31.5 100.0 
914 89.2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL i025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 111 Missing Cases 914 
CLTHST DO YOU USE CLOTHING STORK IN ~STON1 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percen1: Percent Percent 
YES 1 461 45.0 45.4 45.4 
NO 2 555 54.1 54.6 100.0 
9 .9 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1016 Missing Cases 9 
CL11ITN 'lffiY NOT USE CLOTHING STORK IN RESTON? 
Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
NONE IN AREA l 39 3.8 26.4 26.4 
POOR SELECTION 2 42 4.1 28.4· 54.7 
POOR ~UALITY 3 14 1.4 9.5 64.2 NO NE D 4 10 1.0 6.8 70.9 
PREFER STORE OUTSIDE WESTON 5 43 4.2 29.1 100.0 
877 85.6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 148 Missing Cases 877 
HltD'RST DO YOU USE HARD'RARR STORK IN ~STON1 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 86 8.4 8.5 8.5 
NO 2 928 90.5 91.5 100.0 
11 1.1 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1014 Missing Cases 11 
'lffiY NOT USE HARDYARR STORK IN ~STON? 
Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
NONE IN AREA 1 240 23.4 60.5 60.5 
POORfNO SELECTION 2 4 .4 1.0 61.5 
PREF R STORE OUTSIDE WESTON 3 64 6.2 16.1 77.6 NO NEED 4 89 8.7 22.4 100.0 
628 61.3 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
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DRUGST DO YOU USE DRUGSTORE IN RESTON! 
, Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 771 75.2 76.3 76.3 
NO 2 240 23.4 23.7 100.0 
14 1.4 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1011 Missing Cases 14 
DRG'IITN ~ NOT USE DRUGSTORE IN RESTON! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
TOO FAR 1 7 .7 5.1 5.1 
TOO EXPENSIVE 2 90 8.8 66.2 71.3 
TOO INCONVENIENT 3 9 .9 6.6 77.9 
NO NEED 4 8 .8 5.9 83.8 
PREFER DRUGSTORE OUTSIDE WESTON 5 22 2.1 16.2 100.0 
889 86.7 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 136 Missing Cases 889 
CONVST DO YOU USE CONVENIENCE STORE IN RESTON! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 631 61.6 62.3 62.3 
NO 2 382 37.3 37.7 100.0 
12 1.2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1013 Missing Cases 12 
CON'IITN ~ NOT USE CONVENIENCE STORE IN YKSTON7 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
TOO FAR 1 1 .1 1.0 1.0 
TOO EXPENSIVE 2 46 4.5 47.9 49.0 
HANG-OUT 3 4 .4 4.2 53.1 
NO NEED 4 38 3.7 39.6 92.7 
POOR SELECTION 5 7 .7 7.3 100.0 
929 90.6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 96 Missing Cases 929 
DCTROF USE DOCTORS OFFICE IN RKSTON7 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 393 38.3 38.7 38.7 
NO 2 622 60.7 61.3 100.0 
10 1.0 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1015 Missing Cases 10 
DCT'IITN ~ DONT USE DOCTOR IN YESTON! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
NO 24 HR. SERVICE 1 4 .4 1.7 1.7 
PREFER DOCTOR OUTSIDE WESTON 2 176 17.2 75.5 77.3 
NO NEED 3 13 1.3 5.6 82.8 
NONE IN AREA 4 10 1.0 4.3 87.1 
DONT LIKE DOCTORS IN WESTON 5 30 2.9 12.9 100.0 
792 77.3 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 233 Missing Cases 792 
25 December 4, 1987 
DENTOF USE DENTISTS OFFICE IN ~STON7 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 269 26.2 26.5 26.5 
NO 2 746 72.8 73.5 100.0 
10 1.0 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1015 Missing Cases 10 
DKNVYN ~ DONT USE DENTIST IN ~STON7 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
NONE IN AREA 1 15 1.5 5.5 5.5 
TOO EXPENSIVE 2 4 .4 1.5 7.0 
PREFER DENTIST OUTSIDE WESTON 3 152 14.8 56.1 63.1 
NO TEETH 4 23 2.2 8.5 71.6 
NO NEED ·5 62 6.0 22.9 94.5 
DONT LIKE DENTIST IN WESTON 6 15 1.5 5.5 100.0 
754 73.6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 271 Missing Cases 754 
BARBHR USE BARBER IN ~STON7 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 358 34.9 35.2 35.2 
NO 2 658 64.2 64.8 100.0 
9 .9 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1016 Missing Cases 9 
BAR "llYN ~ NOT USE BARBAR IN ~STON7 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
OTHER£SELF CUTS HAIR 1 117 11.4 46.2 46.2 
NO SE ECTION 2 24 2.3 9.5 55.7 
TOO EXPENSIVE 3 12 1.2 4.7 60.5 
NOT CONVENIENT 4 3 .3 1.2 61.7 
PREFER HAIRDRESSER OUTSIDE AREA 5 77 7.5 30.4 92:·1 
NO NEED 6 8 .8 3.2 95.3 
POOR QUALITY 7 12 1.2 4.7 100.0 
772 75.3 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 253 Missing Cases 772 
ll:SCAF USE R:KSTAURANT IN ~STON7 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 410 40.0 40.4 40.4 
NO 2 604 58.9 59.6 100.0 
11 1.1 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1014 Missing Cases 11 
RES "llYN ~ NOT USE RESTAURANT IN ~STON7 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
POORftNO SELECTION 1 75 7.3 41.9 41.9 
TOO XPENSIVE 2 7 .7 3.9 45.8 
NONE IN AREA 4 34 3.3 19.0 64.8 
NO NEED 5 63 6.1 35.2 100.0 
846 82.5 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 179 Missing Cases 846 
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LA UNliT USE LAUNDRAHAT IN RESTON? 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percen.t 
YES 1 20 2.0 2.0 2.Q NO 2 997 97.3 98.0 lOO.q 
8 .8 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1017 Missing Cases 8 
LAUilYN RHY NOT USE ~UNDRAHAT IN RESTON? 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Parcan.t 
HAVE OWN MACHINE 1 434 42.3 83.6 83.6 
NONE CLOSE BY ·2 85 8.3 16.4 100.Q 
506 49.4 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Casas 519 Missing Casas 506 
CARPR USE CAR REPK~R/GAS IN ~STON7 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 464 45.3 45.8 45.8 
NO 2 550 53.7 54.2 100.Q 
11 1.1 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1014 Missing Cases 11 
CARVIN RHY NOT USE GAR REPAIR/GAS IN RESTON7 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
DONT OWN VEHICLE l 181 17.7 71.5 71.5 
TOO EXPENSIVE 2 6 .6 2.4 73.9 
POOR SELECTION 3 4 .4 1.6 75.5 
DO OWN REPAIRS 5 19 1.9 7.5 83.0 
PREFER SERVICE OUTSIDE WESTON 6 43 4.2 17.0 100.0 
772 75.3 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOT AI; 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Casas 253 Missing Cases 772 
BANK USE BANK IN YESTON? 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 664 64.8 65.7 65.7 
NO 2 347 33.9 34.3 100.0 
14 1.4 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases lOll Missing Cases 14 
BNKIITN RHY NOT USE BANK IN RESTON! 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent 
Valid Cum 
Percent Percent 
POOR SERVICE 1 24 2.:3 25.3 25.3 
POOR HOURS 2 3 .3 3.2 28.4 
PREFER BANK OUTSIDE WESTON 3 68 6.6 71.6 100.0 
930 90.7 MISSING 
--iozs- ------- -------TOTAL 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 95 Missing Cases 930 
27 pecember 4, 1987 
USE VETERINARIAN IN ~STON? 
V;;.:j.:td Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent F~;:r,ore.;t Percent 
YES 1 17 1.7 §·7 1.6 NO 2 996 97.2 9 .3 100.( 
12 1.2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1013 Missing Cases 12 
VTNVYN RHY NOT USE VETERINARIAN IN ~STON? 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percel).t 
NO PETS 1 384 37.5 71.0 71.0 
NONE IN AREA 2 133 13.0 24.6 95.6 
PREFER VET OUTSIDE OF WESTON 3 24 2.3 4.4 100.9 
484 47.2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 541 Missing Cases 484 
SERVSl OTHER STORES/SERVICES NEEDED (1ST) 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent P.erca!!-t 
MAJOR GROCERY STORE 1 296 28.9 48.6 48.6 
HARDWARE STORE 2 73 7.1 12.0 60.6 
OTHER SERVICES 3 40 3.9 6.6 67.2 
OTHER STORES 4 61 6.0 10.0 77.2 
VETERINARIAN 7 44 4.3 7.2 84.4 
LAUNDRAMAT 8 63 6.1 10.3 94.1 
OTHER 98 27 2.6 4.4 99.2 
NO DEVELOPMENT WANTE 99 5 .5 .8 100.0 
416 40.6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 609 Missing Cases 416 
----------------------~----------------------------------------------
SER.VS2 OTHER STORESfSERVICES NEEDED {2ND) 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
MAJOR GROCERY STORE 1 29 2.8 13.8 13.8 
HARDWARE STORE 2 48 4.7 22.9 36.7. 
OTHER SERVICES 3 31 3.0 14.8 51.4 
OTHER STORES 4 25 2.4 11.9 63.31 
VETERINARIAN 7 28 2.7 13.3 76.1 
LAUNDRAM:A.T 8 37 3.6 17.6 94." 
OTHER 98 12 1.2 5.7 100.~ 
815 79.5 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 210 Missing Cases 815 
SERVS3 OTHER STORES/SERVICES NEEDED (3RD) 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent PerceJ:~,t 
MAJOR GROCERY STORE 1 6 .6 10.0 10.() 
HARDWARE STORE 2 6 .6 10.0 c 20.Q 
OTHER SERVICES 3 15 1.5 25.0 45.0 
OTHER STORES 4 7 .7 11.7 56.]. 
VETERINARIAN 7 13 1.3 21.7 78.3 
LAUNDRAMAT 8 9 .9 15.0 93.J 
OTHER 98 4 .4 6.7 100.(! 
965 94.1 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0. 100.0 
Valid Cases 60 Missing Cases 965 
--------~-------------~----------------------------------------------~---------
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OTHER STORES OR SERVICES NEEDED IN WESTON 
MAJOR GROCERY STORE 331 37.66% 
HARDWARE STORE 127 14.45% 
LAUNDRAMAT 109 12.40% 
OTHER STORES 93 10.58% 
OTHER SERVICES 86 9.78% 
VETERINARIAN 85 9.67% 
OTHER 48 5.46% 
TOTAL 879 100.00Z 
CNDSTR IMPROVE CONDITION OF STREETS! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 552 53.9 54.2 54.2 
NO 2 409 39.9 40.1 94.3 
DON'T KNOW 3 58 5.7 5.7 100.0 
6 .6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1019 Missing Cases 6 
CNDSYK IMPROVE CONDITION OF SID~ALK? 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 430 42.0 42.2 42.2 
NO 2 552 53.9 54.2 96.4 
DON'T KNOW 3 37 3.6 3.6 100.0 
6 .6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1019 Missing Cases 6 
STRSGN IMPROVE STEET SIGNS? 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 173 16.9 17.0 17.0 
NO 2 745 72.7 73.3 90.4 
DON'T KNOW . 3 98 9.6 9.6 100.0 
9 .9 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1016 Missing Cases 9 
STRLGT IMPROVE STREET LIGHTING! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 164 16.0 16.1 16.1 
NO 2 831 81.1 81.6 97.7 
DON'T KNOW 3 23 2.2 2.3 100.0 
7 .7 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1018 Missing Cases 7 
LNLTNG IMPROVE LANE LIGHTING? 
Value Label Value Frequency 
YES 1 243 
NO 2 709 
DON'T KNOW 3 66 
7 
-------TOTAL 1025 
Valid Cases 1018 Missing Cases 7 
CONBLV IMPROVE COND. OF BOULEVARD? 
Value Label Value Frequency 
YES 1 340 
NO 2 614 




Valid Cases 1017 Missing Cases. 8 
STRPAR IMPROVE STREET PARKING? 
Value Label Value Frequency 
YES 1 409 
NO 2 543 
DON'T KNOW 3 66 
7 
-------TOTAL 1025 
Valid Cases 1018 Missing Cases 7 





Valid Cases 1016 

































GENAPP IMPROVE GENERAL APPEARANCE? 
Value Label Value Frequency 
YES 1 546 
NO 2 427 




Valid Cases 1017 Missing Cases 8 
29 December 4, 1987 
Valid Cum 
Percent Percent Percent 
23.7' 23.9 23.9 
69.2 69.6 93.5 
6.4 6.5 100.0 
.7 MISSING 
------- -------100.0 100.0 
Valid Cum 
Percent Percent Percent 
33.2 33.4 33.4 
59.9 60.4 93.8 
6.1 6.2 100.0 
.8 MISSING 
------- -------100.0 100.0 
Valid Cum 
Percent Percent Percent 
39.9 40.2 40.2 
53.0 53.3 93.5 
6.4 6.5 100.0 
.7 MISSING 
------- -------100.0 100.0 
' 
Valid Cum 
Percent Percent Percent 
31.1 31.4 31.4 
66.8 67.4 98.8 
1.2 1.2 100.0 
.9 MISSING 
------- -------100.0 100.0 
Valid Cum 
Percent Percent Percent 
32.3 32.5 32.5 
63.8 64.2 96.7 
3.3 3.3 100.0 
.6 MISSING 
------- -------100.0 100.0 
Valid Cum 
Percent Percent Percent 
53.3 53.7 53.7 
41.7 42.0 95.7 
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NOISE DISTURBED BY NOISE YROH IND1 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 302 29.5 29.6 29.6 
NO 2 712 69.5 69.9 99.5 
DON'T KNOW 3 5 .5 .5 100.0 
6 .6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1019 Missing Cases 6 
TR.M'IN DISTURBED BY TRAFFIC FROM IND1 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 214 20.9 21.0 21.0 
NO 2 801 78.1 78.6 99.6 
DON'T KNOW 3 4 .4 .4 100.0 
6 .6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1019 Missing Cases 6 
APPIND DISTURBED BY APPKARA.NCE OF IND? 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 122 11.9 12.0 12.0 
NO 2 866 84.5 85.1 97.1 
DON'T KNOW 3 30 2.9 2.9 100.0 
7 .7 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1018 Missing Cases 7 
PETS DISTURBED BY LOOSE/NOISY PETS? 
Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 568 55.4 55.8 55.8 NO 2 441 43.0 43.3 99.1 DON'T KNOW 3 9 .9 .9 100.0 
7 .7 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1018 Missing Cases 7 
TRFCNS DISTURBED BY TRAFFIC NOISE? 
Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 291 28.4 28.6 28.6 NO 2 720 70.2 70.7 99.3 DON'T KNOW 3 7 .7 .7 100.0 
7 • 7 ' MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1018 Missing Cases 7 
LITTER DISTURBED BY LITTERING? 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent 
Valid Cum 
Percent Percent 
YES 1 556 54.2 54.7 54.7 NO 2 447 43.6 44.0 98.6 DON'T KNOW 3 14 1.4 1.4 100.0 
8 .8 'MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1017 Missing Cases 8 












Missing Cases 9 
DIFGRT DIFFICULT GETTING IN/OUT OF AREA? 
Value Label Value Frequency 
YES 1 183 
NO .2 811 




Valid Cases 1016 Missing Cases 9 
UN SPED UNSAFE PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS A PROB1 
Value Label Value Frequency 
YES 1 395 
NO 2 577 




Valid Cases 1012 Missing Cases 13 
SPDRES SPEEDING ON RES STREETS A PROB1 
Value Label Value Frequency 
YES 1 654 
NO 2 311 
DON'T KNOW 3 47 
13 
-------TOTAL 1025 
Valid Cases 1012 Missing Cas~s 13 
OTTRAF1 OTHER. TRAFFIC PROBLEMS (1ST) 
Value Label Value Frequency 
SPEEDINGbDANGEROUS DRIVERS 1 156 
TRAFFIC ONTROLS NEEDED 4 192 
TRAFFIC HAZARDS 5 65 
CROSSWALKS DANGEROUS 6 34 
LACK OF STREET PARKING 8 26 
SNOW REMOVAL 10 20 
TRUCKS ON STREET 17 27 




Valid Cases 543 Missing Cases 482 
OTTRAF2 OTHER. TRAFFIC PROBLEMS (2ND) 
Value Label Value Frequency 
SPEEDINGbDANGEROUS DRIVERS 1 60 
TRAFFIC ONTROLS NEEDED 4 65 
TRAFFIC HAZARDS 5 24 
CROSSWALKS DANGEROUS 6 14 
LACK OF STREET PARKING 8 15 SNOW REMOVAL 10 10 
TRUCKS ON STREET 17 13 




Valid Cases 217 Missing Cases 808 
31 December 4, 1987 
Valid Cum 




66.5 67.1 94.1 
5.9 5.9 100.0 
.9 MISSING 
------- -------100.0 100.0 
Valid Cum 
Percent Percent Percent 
17.9 18.0 18.0 
79.1 79.8 97.8 





Percent Percent Percent 
38.5 39.0 39.0 
56.3 57.0 96.0 
3.9 4.0 100.0 
1.3 MISSING 
------- -------100.0 100.0 
Valid Cum 
Percent. Percent Percent 
63.8 64.6 64.6 
30.3 30.7 95.4 
4.6 4.6 100.0 
1.3 MISSING 
------- -------100.0 100.0 
Valid Cum 
Percent Percent Percent 
15.2 28.7 28.7 
18.7 35.4 64.1 
6.3 12.0 76.1 
3.3 6.3 82.3 
2.5 4.8 87.1 
2.0 3.7 90.8 
2.6 5.0 95.8 





Percent Percent Percent 
5.9 27.6 27.6 
6.3 30.0 57.6 
2.3 11.1 68.7 
1.4 6.5 75.1 
1.5 6.9 82.0 
1.0 4.6 86.6 
1.3 6.0 92.6 
1.6 7.4 100.0 
78.8 MISSING 
------- -------100.0 100.0 
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OTTRAJ!J OTHER. TRA.TIIC PROBLEMS (3RD) 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
SPEEDINGtDANGEROUS DRIVERS 1 21 2.0 30.0 30.0 
TRAFFIC ONTROLS NEEDED 4 21 2.0 30.0 60.0 
TRAFFIC HAZARDS 5 7 .7 10.0 70.0 CROSSWALKS DANGEROUS 6 5 .5 7.1 77.1 
LACK OF STREET PARKING 8 3 .3 4.3 81.4 SNO>l REMOVAL 10 8 .8 11.4 92.9 
TRUCKS ON STREET 17 1 .1 1.4 94.3 
OTHER 99 4 .4 5.7 10~.0 955 93.2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 70 Missing Cases 955 
OTHER TRAFFIC PROBLEMS 
TRAFFIC CONTROLS NEEDED 278 33.49% 
SPEEDING/DANGEROUS DRIV 237 28.55% 
TRAFFIC HAZARDS 96 11.57% 
CROSSWALKS DANGEROUS 53 6.39% 
LACK OF STREET PARKING 44 5.30% 
OTHER 43 5.18% 
TRUCKS ON STREET 41 4.94% 
SNOW REMOVAL 38 4.58% 
TOTAL 830 lOO.OOZ 
RNTO"Im DO YOU R.KNT OR O"lm1 
Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
RENT 1 316 30.8 31.3 31.3 OWN 2 693 67.6 68.7 100.0 
16 1.6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1009 Missing Cases 16 
STROW REQUIRE STRUCTURAL ~AIRS? 
Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 234 22.8 100.0 100.0 
791 77.2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 234 Missing Cases 791 
HTGO"Im REQUIRE HEATING REPAIRS? 
Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 61 6.0 100.0 100.0 
964 94.0 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 61 Missing Cases 964 
----------------------------~---------------------------------------------------ELCO"Im REQUIRE ELECTRICAL REPAIRS? 
Valid . Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 117 11.4 100.0 100.0 
908 88.6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 ~ 
Valid Cases 117 Missing Cases 908 
33 December 4, 1987 
PLMO"IlN REQUIRE PLUMBING REPAIRS! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 111 10.8 100.0 100.0 
914 89.2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 111 Missing Cases 914 
OTHO"IlN REQUIRE OTHER REPAIRS! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 171 16.7 100.0 100.0 
854 83.3 MISSING 
------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 171 Missing Cases 854 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------. NONO"IlN DO NOT REQUIRE REPAIRS 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 237 23.1 100.0 100.0 
788 76.9 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 237 Missing Cases 788 
RRAP SOMEONE TO EXPLAIN RRAP TO YOU! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 272 26.5 39.0 39.0 
NO 2 425 41.5 61.0 100.0 
328 32.0 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 697 Missing Cases 328 
SATLIV SATISFIED VITH QUARTERS! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 253 24.7 80.6 80.6 
NO 2 61 6.0 19.4 100.0 
711 69.4 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 314 Missing Cases 711 
LIVIHP QUARTERS NEED IHPROVKMKNT1 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 154 15.0 49.7 49.7 
NO 2 156 15.2 50.3 100.0 
715 69.8 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 310 Missing Cases 715 
STRTKN REQUIRE STRUCTURAL REPAIRS! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES .1 86 8.4 100.0 100.0 
939 91.6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 86 Missing Cases 939 
Weston Community Survey 34 
HTGTEN REQUIRE HEATING REPAIRS! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 32 3.1 100.0 100.0 
993 96.9 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 32 Missing Cases 993 
ELCTEN REQUIRE ELECTRICAL REPAIRS! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 37 3.6 100.0 100.0 
988 96.4 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 ' 
Valid Cases 37 Missing Cases 988 
PLHTEN REQUIRE PLUMBING REPAIRS? 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 42 4.1 100 •. 0 100.0 
983 95.9 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 42 Missing Cases 983 
OTHTEN REQUIRE OTHER REPAIRS! 
Vaiid ·Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES l 105 10.2 100.0 100.0 
920 89.8 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 105 Missing Cases 920 
NONTEN DO NOT REQUIRE REPAIRS 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 9 .9 100.0 100.0 
1016 99.1 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 9 Missing Cases 1016 
SERLAN RECEIVE GOOD SERVICE YROM LANDLORD! 
Valid Cuni 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 235 22.9 78.6 78.6 
NO 2 52 5.1 17.4 96.0 
NO COMMENT 3 12 1.2 4.0 100.0 
726 70.8 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 299 Missing Cases 726 
SKRNOXl 1ST COMMENT ON LANDLORD 
Valid ,, Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
IGNORES RE~UESTS 1 32 3.1 58.2 58.2 
DIFFICULT 0 CONTACT 2 7 .7 12.7 70.9 
INADE~UATE REPAIRS 3 4 .4 T.3 78.2 
SLOW ESPONSE 4 12 1.2 21.8 100.0 
970 94.6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 55 Missing Cases 970 
35 
SKR.NOX2 2ND COMMKNT ON LANDLORD 
Valid 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent 
INADE~UATE REPAIRS 3 3 .3 50~0 
SLOW ESPONSE 4 3 .3 50.0 
1019 99.4 MISSING 
------- ------- . -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 6 Missing Cases 1019 
~ RESIDENTS "WHO RENT FEEL THEY DON'T GET 
GOOD SERVICE FROM. THEIR LANDLORD 
IGNORES REQUESTS 
SLOW RESPONSE 
DIFFICULT TO CONTACT 
INADEQUATE REPAIRS 
TOTAL 
SGLFAM WOULD LIKE TO SEE SING. FAM. HOME7 
Value Label Value Frequency 
YES 1 926 
NO 2 28 
DON'T KNOW 3 62 
9 
-------TOTAL 1025 
Valid Cases 1016 Missing Cases 9 
DUPLEX 'llOULD LIKE TO SEE DUPLRX7 
Value Label Value Frequency 
YES 1 491 
NO 2 425 




Valid Cases 1016 Missing Cases 9 
RO>lT>lN WOULD LIKE TO SEE ROW OR TO>I'NHOUSK1 
Value Label Value Frequency 
YES 1 239 
NO 2 683 




Valid Cases 1015 Missing Cases 10 
APTLOW 'llOULD LIKE TO SEE LOll-RISK APT. 7 
Value Label Value Frequency 
YES 1 362 
NO 2 562 
DON'T KNOW 3 92 
9 
-------TOTAL 1025 













2. 7. 2.8 
6.0 6.1 
.9 MISSING 






















------- -------100.0 100.0 
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APTHIH 'llOULD LIKE TO SEE HIGH-RISE APT.? 
Valid Gum 
Va~ue La be~ Va~ue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 162 15.8 15.9 15.9 
NO 2 769 75.0 75.7 91.6 
DON'T KNOW 3 85 8.3 8.4 100.0 
9 .9 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Gases 1016 Missing Gases 9 
HANDIG 'llOULD LIKE TO SEE HOUSING FOR HANDIGAPPE 
Valid Gum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 816 79.6 80.4 80.4 
NO 2 76 7.4 7.5 87.9 
DON'T KNOW 3 123 12.0 12.1 100.0 
10 1.0 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Gases 1015 Missing Gases 10 
GOVREN 'llOULD LIKE TO SEE GOVT. RENTAL! 
Valid Gum 
Va~ue La be~ Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 426 41.6 42.0 42.0 
NO 2 458 44.7 45.2 87.2 
DON'T KNOW 3 130 12.7 12.8 100.0 
11 1.1 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Va~id Gases 1014 Missing Gases 11 
SEN CUP 'llOULD LIKE TO SEE HOUSING FOR SENIOR COU 
Valid Gum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 852 83.1 83.9 83.9 
NO 2 84 8.2 8.3 92.2 
DON'T KNOW 3 79 7.7 7.8 100.0 
10 1.0 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Gases 1015 Missing Gases 10 
SENSGL 'llOULD LIKE TO SEE HOUSING FOR SINGLE SIN 
Valid Gum 
Va~ue Label Va~ue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 840 82.0 82.8 82.8 
NO 2 89 8.7 8.8 91.6 
DON'T KNOW 3 85 8.3 8.4 100.0 
11 1.1 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL -1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1014 Missing Gases 11 
37 \ December 4, 198 
AGE OF RESIDENTS 
<13 574 8.07% 
13-19 1670 23~48% 
20-24 2004 28.18% 
25-34 898 12.63% 
35-44 694 9.76% 
45-54 243 3.42% 
55-59 123 1. 73% 
60-64 174 2.45% 
65-69 192 2.70% 
70+ 539 7.58% 
TOTAL 7111 ioo.ooz 
AGEl AGE OF RESPONDENT 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
<13 0 1 .7 .7 .7 
13-19 1 37 3.6 3.6 4.3 
20-24 2 88 8.6 8.7 13.0 
25-34 3 206 20.1 20.3 33.3 
35-44 4 131 12.8 12.9 46.2 
45-54 5 124 12.1 12.2 58.4 
55-59 6 59 5.8 5.8 64.2 
60-64 7 87 8.5 8.6 72.8 
65-69 8 107 10.4 10.5 83.3 
70+ 9 169 16.5 16.7 100.0 
10 1.0 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1015 Missing Cases 10 
STATSl STATUS OF RESPONDENT 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
FATHER/HUSBAND 1 243 23.7 23.9 23.9 
MOTHER/WIFE 2 463 45.2 45.5 69.4 
SON 3 27 2.6 2.7 72.1 
DAUGHTER 4 27 2.6 2.7 74.7 
GRANDMOTHER 5 7 .7 .7 75.4 
UNCLE 8 1 .1 ' .1 75.5 SINGLE 9 241 23.5 23.7 99.2 
BROTHER 10 2 .2 .2 99.4 
SISTER 11 3 .3 .3 99.7 
NEPHEW 13 1 .1 .1 99.8 
OTHER 15 2 .2 .2 100.0 
8 .8 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0· 100.0 
Valid Cases 1017 Missing Cases 8 
SEXl SEX OF RESPONDENT 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
MALE 1 356 34:7 35.0 35.0 
FEMALE 2 661 64.5 65.0 100.0 
8 .8 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1017 Missing Cases 8 
Weston Community Survey 38 
AGE2 AGE OE' I 2 
Val.id Cum 
Val.ue Label. Val.ue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
<13 0 72 7.0 8.9 8.9 
13-19 1 33 3.2 4.1 13.0 
20-24 2 66 6.4 8.2 21.2 
25-34 3 157 15.3 19.5 40.7 
35-44 4 124 12.1 15.4 56.1 
45-54 5 87 8.5 10.8 66.9 
55-59 6 49 4.8 6.1 73.0 
60-64 7 67 6.5 8.3 81.3 
65-69 8 73 7.1 9.1 90.3 
70+ 9 78 7.6 9.7 100.0 
219 21.4 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0- 100.0 
Val.id Cases 806 Missing Cases 219 
STATS2 STATUS OF I 2 
Val.id Cum 
Val.ue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
FATHER/HUSBAND 1 337 32.9 41.8 41.8 
MOTHER/WIFE 2 266 26.0 33.0 74.7 
SON 3 71 6.9 8.8 83.5 
DAUGHTER 4 53 5.2 6.6 90.1 
GRANDMOTHER 5 1 .1 .1 90.2 
GRANDFATHER 6 2 .2 .2 90.5 
UNCLE 8 2 .2 .2 90.7 
SINGLE 9 33 3.2 4.1 94.8 
BROTHER 10 14 1.4 1.7 96.5 
SISTER 11 14 1.4 1.7 98.3 
NIECE 12 1 .1 .I 98.4 
NEPHEW 13 1 .1 .1 98.5 
IN-LAW 14 3 .3 .4 98.9 
OTHER 15 3 .3 .4 99.3 
GRANDCHILD 16 6 .6 .7 100.0 
218 21.3 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 807 Missing Cases 218 
SEX2 SEX OE' I 2 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
MALE 1 449 43.8 55.6 55.6 
FEMALE 2 358 34.9 44.4 100.0 
218 21.3 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.01 100.0 
Valid Cases 807 Missing Cases 218 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------AGE3 AGE OE' I 3 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
<13 0 235 22.9 51.1 51.1 
13-19 1 88 8.6 19.1 70.2 
20-24 2 37 3.6 8.0 78.3 
25-34 3 35 3.4 7.6 85.9 
35-44 4 33 3.2 7.2 93.0 
45-54 5 12 1.2 2.6 95.7 
55-59 6 6 .6 1.3 97.0 
60-64 7 11 1.1 2.4 99.3 
65-69 8 3 .3 .7 100.0 
565 55.1 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 460 Missing Cases 565 
39 December 4, 1987 
STATS3 STATUS 0!" # 3 
Valid Cum 
Va~ue La be~ Va~ue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
FATHER/HUSBAND 1 27 2.6 5.9 5.9 
MOTHER/WIFE 2 20 2.0 4.3 10.2 
SON 3 204 19.9 44.3 54.4 
DAUGHTER 4 158 15.4 34.3 88.7 
GRANDMOTHER 5 1 .1 .2 88.9 
GRANDFATHER 6 2 .2 .4 89.4 
AUNT 7 4 .4 .9 90.2 
SINGLE 9 6 .6 1.3 91.5 
BROTHER 10 7 .7 1.5 93.1 
SISTER 11 10 1.0 2.2 95.2 
NIECE 12 2 .2 .4 95.7 
IN-LAW 14 7 .7 1.5 97.2 
OTHER 15 5 .5 1.1 98.3 
GRANDCHILD 16 8 .8 1.7 100.0 
564 55.0 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 461 Missing Cases 564 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
AGE4 AGE 0!" I 4 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
<13 0 147 14.3 53.8 .53.8 
13-19 1 49 4.8 17.9 71.8 
20-24 2 24 2.3 8.8 80.6 
25-34 3 29 2.8 10.6 91.2 
35-44 4 14 1.4 5.1 96.3 
45-54 5 5 .5 1.8 98.2 
55-59 6 1 .1 .4 98.5 
60-64 7 2 .2 .7 99.3 
65-69 8 2 .2 .7 100.0 
752 73.4 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 273 Missing Cases 752 
STATS4 STATUS 0!" I 4 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
FATHER/HUSBAND 1 20 2.0 7.4 7.4 
MOTHER/WIFE 2 9 .9 3.3 10.7 
SON 3 109 10.6 40.1 50.7 
DAUGHTER 4 98 9.6 36.0 86.8 
GRANDFATHER 6 1 .1 .4 87.1 
SINGLE 9 4 .4 1.5 88.6 
BROTHER 10 7 .7 2.6 91.2 
SISTER 11 5 .5 1.8 93.0 
NIECE 12 2 .2 .7 93.8 
NEPHEW 13 1 .1 .4 94.1 
IN-LAW 14 5 .5 1.8 96.0 
OTHER 15 7 .7 2.6 98.5 
GRANDCHILD 16 4 .4 1.5 100.0 
753 73.5 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 272 Missing Cases 753 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
AGE5 AGE 0!" I 5 
. Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent · Percent 
<13 0 77 7.5 65.8 65.8 
13-19 1 14 1.4 12.0 77.8 
20-24 2 3 .3 2.6 80.3 
25-34 3 5 .5 4;3 84.6 35-44 4 6 .6 5.1 89.7 
45-54 5 2 .2 1.7 91.5 
55-59 6 1 .1 .9 92.3 
60-64 7 2 .2 1.7 94.0 
65-69 8 2 .2 1.7 95.7 
70+ 9 5 .5 4.3 100.0 
908 88.6 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 117 Missing Cases 908 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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STATS5 STATUS 0!' # 5 
Va~ue La be~ Va~ue Frequency Percent 
Valid Cum 
Percent Percent 
FATHERlHUSBAND 1 8 .8 6.9 6.9 MOTHER/WIFE 2 3 .3 2.6 9.5 SON 3 41 4.0 35.3 44.8 DAUGHTER 4 36 3.5 31.0 75.9 GRANDMOTHER 5 3 .3 2.6 78.4 GRANDFATHER 6 2 .2 1.7 80.2 UNCLE 8 1 .1 .9 81.0 SINGLE 9 1 .1 .9 81.9 BROTHER 10 6 .6 5.2 87.1 SISTER 11 2 .2 1.7 88.8 NIECE 12 1 .1 .9 89.7 NEPHEW 13 3 .3 2.6 92.2 OTHER 15 2 .2 1.7 94.0 GRANDCHILD 16 7 .7 6.0 100.0 909 88.7 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Va~id Cases 116 Missing Cases 909 
AGE6 AGE OY I 6 
Valid Cum Va~ue La be~ Va~ue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
<13 0 25 2.4 64.1 64.1 13-19 1 4 .4 10.3 74.4 20-24 2 4 .4 10.3 84.6 25-34 3 1 .1 . 2.6 87.2 35-44 4 3 .3 7.7 94.9 70+ 9 2 .2 5.1. 100.0 
986 96.2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Va~id Cases 39 Missing Cases 986 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
STATS6 STATUS 0!' I 6 
Va~id Cum Va~ue La be~ Va~ue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
FATHERlHUSBAND 1 2 .2 5.3 5.3 MOTHER/WIFE 2 1 .1 2.6 7.9 SON 3 12 1.2 31.6 39.5 DAUGHTER 4 9 .9 23.7 63.2 GRANDMOTHER 5 1 .1 2.6 65.8 AUNT 7 1 .1 2.6 68.4 BROTHER lO 3 .3 7.9 76.3 SISTER 11 1 .1 2.6 78.9 NIECE 12 1 .1 2.6 81.6 NEPHEW 13 1 .1 2.6 84.2 OTHER 15 3 .3 7.9 92.1 GRANDCHILD 16 3 .3 7.9 100.0 
987 96.3 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 38 Missing Cases 987 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
AGE7 AGE 0!' I 7 
Va~ue La be~ Value Frequency Percent 
Va~id Cum 
Percent Percent 
<13 0 11 1.1 57.9 57.9 13-19 1 3 .3 15.8 73.7 20-24 2 1 .1 5.3 78.9 25-34 3 1 .1 5,3 84.2 35-44 4 2 .2 10.5 94.7 65-69 8 1 .1 5.3 100.0 
1006 98.1 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Va~id Cases 19 Missing Cases 1006 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
41 December 4, 1987 
STATS7 STATUS OF # 7 
Val.i.d Cum 
Val.ue Label. Val.ue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
FATHER/HUSBAND 1 2 .2 10.0 10.0 
SON 3 5 .5 25.0 35.0 
DAUGHTER 4 4 .4 20.0 55.0 
BROTHER 10 3 .3 15.0 70.0 
SISTER 11 1 .1 5.0 75.0 
NIECE 12 1 .1 5.0 80.0 
OTHER 15 2 .2 10.0 90.0 
GRANDCHILD '16 2 .2 10.0 100.0 
1005 98.0 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Val.id Cases 20 Missing Cases 1005 
HSINCH HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
Valid Cum 
Val.ue Label. Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
<F3 ooo 0 275 26.8 28.1 28.1 I '·'''-!"·"' 1 211 20.6 21.6 49.7 20,000- 29,999 2 203 19.8 20.8 70.5 30,000- 39,999 3 92 9.0 9.4 79.9 40,000- 49,999 4 46 4.5 4.7 84.6 
50,000- 59,999 5 20 2.0 2.0 86.7 
60 000- 69 999 6 5 .5 .5 87.2 D~~~10~~0~NEFIT 7 39 3.8 4.0 91.2 8 86 8.4 8.8 100.0 
48 4.7 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 977 Missing Cases 48 
INVLVD ~OULD YOU BECOME INVOLVED! 
Valid Cum 
Value Label. Val.ue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
YES 1 415 40.5 41.3 41.3 
NO 2 591 57.7 58.7 100.0 
19 1.9 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 1006 Missing Cases 19 
MOliKYl 1ST IF HONEY ~ SET ASIDE 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
SENIORS FACILITI~S,SERVICES 2 57 5.6 7.1 7.1 
YOUTH FACILITIES S RVICES 5 111 10.8 13.8 20.8 
HOUSING 7 206 20.1 25.5 46.3 
PARKSfPUBLIC FACILITIES 8 95 9.3 11.8 58.1 
MUNIC PAL SERVICES 10 327 31.9 40.5 98.6 
OTHER 99 11 1.1 1.4 100.0 
218 21.3 MISSING 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 807 Missing Cases 218 
HONEY2 2ND IF HONEY ~ SET ASIDE 
Valid Cum 
Val.ue Label. Val.ue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
SENIORS FACILITI~S,SERVICES 2 35 3.4 6.9 6.9 
YOUTH FACILITIES S RVICES 5 83 8.1 16.3 23.2 
HOUSING 7 98 9.6 19.3 42.5 
PARKSfPUBLIC FACILITIES 8 87 8.5 17.1 59.6 
MUNIC PAL SERVICES 10 203 19.8 40.0 99.6 
OTHER 99 2 .2 ;4 100.0 
517 50.4 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 508 Missing Cases 517 
Weston Community Survey 42 
HONEY3 3RD IF HONEY RKRE SET ASIDE 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
SENIORS FACILITIESfSERVICES 2 18 1.8 7.9 7.9 
YOUTH FACILITIES/S RVICES 5 32 3.1 14.0 21.9 
HOUSING 7 34 3.3 14.9 36.8 
PARKSfPUBLIC FACILITIES 8 39 3.8 17.1 53.9 MUNIC PAL SERVICES 10 100 9.8 43.9 97.8 
OTHER 99 5 .5 2.2 100.0 
797 77.8 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 228 Missing Cases 797 
"WHAT RESIDENTS 'WOULD LIKE TO SPEND MONEY ON 
MUNICIPAL SERVICES 630 40.83% 
HOUSING 338 21.91% 
YOUTH FACILITIES/SERVIC 226 14.65% 
PARKS/PUBLIC FACILITIES 221 14.32% 
SENIORS FACILITIES/SERV 110 7.13% 
OTHER 18 1.17% 
TOTAL 1543 100.00! 
COHHXNl FIRST COMHHENT 
Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
COMMUNITY SERVICES 1 45 4.4 7.4 7.4 
CRIMEfSAFETY 2 22 2.1 3.6 11.0 MUNIC PAL IMPROVEMENTS 4 84 8.2 13.8 24.9 CHILDREN & YOUTH 5 62 6.0 10.2 35.1 RECREATION . 6 52 5.1 8.6 43.7 OTHER 7 55 5.4 9.1 52.7 SOCIAL SERVICE 9 4 .4 .7 53.4 
PROBLEMS WITH NOISE/TRAFF/IND 10 75 7.3 12.4 65.7 
PROBLEMS WITH PETS 13 99 9.7 16.3 82.0 HOUSING 15 49 4.8 8.1 90.1 SENIORS 22 1 .1 .2 90.3 
CLEAN UP AREA 24 38 3.7 6.3 96.5 
TRAFFIC 27 21 2.0 3.5 100.0 
418 40.8 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 607 Missing Cases 418 
COMMEN2 SECOND COMMENT 
Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
g~~f~KffE¥¥RVICES 1 13 1.3 4.4 4.4 2 12 1.2 4.1 8.5 MUNIC PAL IMPROVEMENTS 4 54 5.3 18.3 26.8 CHILDREN & YOUTH 5 22 2.1 7.5 34.2 RECREATION 6 24 2.3 8.1 42.4 OTHER 
-
7 23 2.2 7.8 50.2 SOCIAL SERVICE 9 2 .2 .7 50.8 PROBLEMS WITH NOISE/TRAFF/IND 10 40 3.9 13.6 64.4 PROBLEMS WITH PETS 13 55 5.4 18.6 83.1 HOUSING 15 20 2.0 6.8 89.8 SENIORS 22 5 .5 1.7 91.5 CLEAN UP AREA 24 17 1.7 5.8 97.3 TRAFFIC 27 8 .8 2.7 100.0 
730 71.2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 295 Missing Cases 730 
43 December 4, 1987 
CO!:IHKN3 THIRD CO!:IHKNT 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
COMMUNITY SERVICES 1 11 1.1 8.4 8.4 
CRIMEfSAFETY 2 5 .5 3.8 12.2 MUNIC PAL IMPROVEMENTS 4 18 1.8 13.7 26.0 CHILDREN & YOUTH 5 11 1.1 8.4 34.4 
RECREATION 6 12 1.2 9.2 43.5 OTHER . 7 8 .8 6.1 49.6 
PROBLEMS WITH NOISE/TRAFF/IND 10 17 1.7 13.0 62.6 
PROBLEMS WITH PETS 13 23 2.2 17.6 80.2 
HOUSING 15 6 .6 4.6 84.7 
SENIORS 22 4 .4 3.1 87.8 CLEAN UP AREA 24 10 1.0 7.6 95.4 
TRAFFIC 27 6 .6 4.6 100.0 
894 87.2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 131 Missing Cases 894 
CO!:IHKN4 FOURTH CO!:IHKNT 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
COMMUNITY SERVICES 1 3 .3 5.1 5.1 
MUNICIPAL IMPROVEMENTS 4 15 1.5 25.4 30.5 CHILDREN & YOUTH 5 8 .8 13.6 44.1 
RECREATION 6 5 .5 8.5 52.5 OTHER 7 2 .2 3.4 55.9 SOCIAL SERVICE 9 1 .1 1.7 57.6 
PROBLEMS WITH NOISE/TRAFF/IND 10 6 .6 10.2 67.8 
PROBLEMS WITH PETS 13 5 .5 8.5 76.3 
HOUSING 15 4 .4 6.8 83.1 
SENIORS 22 1 .1 1.7 84.7 CLEAN UP AREA 24 7 .7 11.9 96.6 
TRAFFIC 27 2 .2 3.4 100.0 
966 94.2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 59 Missing Cases 966 
CO!:IHKN5 FIFTH CO!:IHKNT 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
COMMUNITY SERVICES 1 2 .2 9.1 9.1 
MUNICIPAL IMPROVEMENTS 4 3 .3 13.6 22J 7 CHILDREN & YOUTH 5 3 .3 13.6 36.4 
RECREATION 6 1 .1 4.5 40.9 
PROBLEMS WITH NOISE/TRAFF/IND 10 3 .3 13.6 54.5 
PROBLEMS WITH PETS 13 1 .1 4.5 59.1 HOUSING 15 3 .3 13.6 72.7 CLEAN UP AREA 24 6 .6 27.3 100.0 
1003 97.9 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 22 Missing Cases 1003 
CO!:IHKN6 SIXTH CO!:IHKNT 
Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
MUNICIPAL IMPROVEMENTS 4 2 .2 15.4 15.4 RECREATION 6 1 .1 7.7 23.1 OTHER 7 2 .2 15.4 38.5 SOCIAL SERVICE 9 1 .1 7.7 46.2 
PROBLEMS WITH NOISE/TRAFF/IND 10 2 .2 ·15.4 61.5 
PROBLEMS WITH PETS 13 1 .1 7.7 69.2 SENIORS 22 1 .1 7.7 76.9 CLEAN UP AREA 24 3 .3 23.1 100.0 
1012 98.7 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 13 Missing Cases 1012 
Weston Community Survey 44 
OTHER COMMENTS 
PROBLEMS WITH PETS 184 16.33% 
MUNICIPAL IMPROVEMENTS 176 15.62% 
PROBLEMS WITH 
NOISE/TRAFFIC/INDUST 143 12.69% 
CHILDREN & YOUTH 106 9.41% 
RECREATION 95 8.43% 
OTHER 90 7.99% 
HOUSING 82 7.28% 
CLEAN UP AREA 81 7.19% 
COMMUNITY SERVICES 74 6.57% 
CRIME/ SAFETY 39 3.46% 
TRAFFIC 37 3.28% 
SENIORS 12 1.06% 
SOCIAL SERVICE 8 0.71% 
TOTAL 1127 100.00Z 
COMP HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
SINGLE 1.00 193 18.8 20.4 20.4 
SHARED SINGLE 2.00 22 2.1 2.3 22.8 
MARRIED COUPLES 5.00 585 57.1 61.9 84.7 
SINGLE PARENT 6.00 145 14.1 15.3 100.0 
80 7.8 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 945 Missing Cases 80 
CHILD NO. OF CHILDREN IN HOUSEHOLD 
VaH.d Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
UNDER 13 YEARS 1.00 254 24.8 60.3 60.3 
13 YEARS AND OLDER 2.00 167 16.3 39.7 100.0 
604 58.9 MISSING 
------- ------- -------TOTAL 1025 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cases 421 Missing Cases 604 
45 
Wffi.AT WESTON RESIDENTS WOULD HAVE MONEY SPENT ON 
SENIORS HOUSING 
SENIORS ACTVTY CENTRE 
IMPROVE SENIORS SERVICES 
IMPROVED MEALS ON WHEELS 
PRE-TEEN/TEEN REG. CENTRE 
YOUTH EMPLY. SERVICES 
HOUSING IMP. PROGS. 
MAKE USE OF CECIL SCH 
MAKE DAYCARE AFFORDABLE 
IMPROVE STREETS 
IMPROVE LANE LIGHTING 
IMPROVE POLICE PATROLS 
IMPROVE STREET LIGHTING 
IMPROVE ST. SIGN VISIBILITY 
MAINTAIN BLVDS 
PLANT MORE TREES 
MAINTAIN EXISTING TREES 
CLEAN UP N HOOD 
DEMOLISH CECIL SCHOOL 
CORRIDOR AT LOGAN/ELECTA 
CORRIDOR AT FLINT/NOTREDAME 
TRAFF LIGHTS AT LOGAN/ELECTA 
NEW COMM. CENTRE 
DEMO/RENEW OLD HOUSING 
YARD MAINTENANCE 
IMPROVE SIDEWALKS 
IMPROVE RESEVOIR PARK 
EXPAND/MAINTAIN PARKS 
LIBRARY 
UTILIZE OLD RESEVOIR SITE 
REPAIR BACK LANE 






























11 0. 71% 
109 7.06% 







December 7, 198 
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OTHER. COMMENTS 
COMM. INFO. SERVICES NEEDED 38 
IMPROVE N HOOD WATCH INVLMENT 13 
DEAL WITH CRIME 26 
MORE TREES 67 
DEAL WITH TEEN PROBLEM 55 
NEED MORE/BETTER REG. 
FACIL/PROG 63 
NEED MORE/BETTER COMM/RETAIL 
FACIL 31 
MORE DAYCARE NEEDED 29 
NEED MORE/BETTER PERSONAL/FAM. 
SERVS 4 
PROBLEMS WITH NOISE 11 
PROBLEMS WITH TRAFFIC 10 
PROBLEMS WITH INDUSTRY 65 
PROBLEMS WITH DOGS 75 
PROBLEMS WITH CATS 109 
HOUSING FOR SENIORS 8 
SATISFIED WITH N HOOD 32 
IMPROVE MUN. INFRASTRCTR 26 
TRAIN NOISE/VIBRTN/SMELL 55 
UPGRADE/DEMO HOUSING 67 
IMPROVE WHLCHR ACCESBLTY 19 
IMPROVE TREE MAINTNCE 45 
IMPROVE SEN. SERVICES 12 
HOUSING FOR LOW-INCOME 7 
CLEAN UP AREA 4 6 
CLEAN UP BACK LANES 35 
IMPROVE SOC. SERVICES 4 
CORRIDOR/LIGHTS AT 
ELECTA/LOGAN 7 
IMPROVE BLVD MAINTNCE 38 
LOW COST YOUTH 
EQUIP/FACIL/PROG 22 
MORE PARKING FACIL. NEEDED 30 
NEED COMM. VOLNTEER SERVICE 17 
NOISE FROM FIREHALL BOTHERSOME 2 
BETTER COMM. CENTRE 





























































DO YOU PAliTICIPAIK IN ccmM. Ac:riVITIES! 
AGE OF RRSPOISDRN'.r 
DO YOU PAliTICIPATE IN ccmM. ACtiVITIES! 
HOUSEHOLD CO!ii.'OSITION 






































NKliD FOR CARE FOR ELDERLY! 
HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION 
NKliD FOR HEALD! CARE! 
HOUSEHOLD COMI.'OSITION 






RKED :roR. EHP.LOYKE ASSISTANCE! 
HOUSEHOLD COMI.'OSITIOltf 





































HKIID :roR. ASSISTANCE IN MAIN. YOUR BOIMK? 
BUIJSEHOLD COMPOSITION 
.ARE DRUGS I ALCOHOL A TKENAGE l'ROBLEH! 
AGE OF RESPol!IDENT 
.ARE DRUGS I ALCOHOL A TKENAGE PROm:.EH! 
HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITIOJif 
IS IDTlll:RIBG A TFE!rAGK PROBLEI:!l 
AGE OF RESPOI'IDENT 


































IS VANDALISM A TEHNAGK PROBLEM! 
AGE OF RESPONDENT 
IS VANDALISM A TEENAGE PROBLEM! 
HOUSEHOLD IX.!IfPOSITION 
IS llBEHl'LOYMENT A TEENAGE l'Jt(JJI[.;EHZ 
AGE OF RESPONDENT 
IS DNHMPLOYMENT A TEENAGE PROJai.JJIM? 
HOUSEHOLD cmn>o:SITION 
51 
IS LACK: OF JOB SKILL A TEHNAGK PROBLEM! 






































IS LACK OF JOB SKILL A TEfJiAGK PROBLEM! 
HOUSEHOLD CCift'OSITIOI!i 
IS PREGNANCY A TEKHAGK PROBLEM! 
AGE OF RESPONDENT 
IS PREGNANCY A TEKHAGK PROBLEM! 
HOUSEHOLD CCift'OSITIOI!i 
IS POOR SCHOOL ATTENDANCE A TKENAGE PROB 
AGE O:F RESPOI!IDENT 






























IS LACK OF REG. AC'ITVITIES A TEENAGE PRO 
AGE OF RESPmiDE!IT 
IS IACIC OF REG. Ac:r:rviTIES A TIJll'!AGE PRO 
HOUSEHOLD CCI!!l'OSITION 
IS LACIC OF AMBITION A TEENAGE PROBLEM! 
AGE OF RESPONDENT 





































IS PROBI..EMS lUTH THE LAII' A TEilEAGK PROBL 
HOUSEHOLD CIJMFOSITION 
IS PROBI..EMS AT HOME A TEENAGE PROBLEH? 
AGE OF RESPONDENT 
IS PROBI..EMS AT HOME A TEENAGE PROBLHH? 
HOUSEHOLD CllMroSITION 
00 YOU PARTICIPATK IN aH:f. ACTIVITIES! 
.ARK RKCR.EATION PROGRAMS ADJ'l!IIATII: :roR. YOU 
00 YOU PARTICIPATE IN CC»!M. ACTIVITIES! 
ARK RKCR.EATION l'R.OGRAMS AD:&!IIATII: :roR. YOU 
Val:ue - 1.00 SINGLE 























00 YOU PARTICIPAIE IN CO!ti. Ac:r:rv:rriEST 
ARE RECREATION PROGRAMS ADIDUAIE EOR YOU 
Val_ue - 2.00 SHARED SINGLE 
00 YOU PARTICIPAIE llf CO!ti. Ac:r:rv:rriES7 
ARE RECREATION PROGRAMS AD~ EOR YOU 
Val_ue - 5.00 MARRIED 
00 YOU PARTICIPAIE IN OO!ti. Ac:r:rv:rriESl 
ARE Rll:GREATI.ON PROGRAMS ADIDUAIE EOR YOU 
















SOCCER TIKLDS NEED 1U BE IHPROVIID? 
AGE OF RESPOI!IDENT 








llOil 1HPROVK SOCCER. FIELDS! 
AGE OF RESPOBDENT 



















HOCKEY RINKS NEIID 'IO BE IMPROVED! 
AGE OF RESPOIIDENT 







II!N IMPROVE HOCKEY RINKS! 


























BASEBALL DI.Al'DNDS NEED TO BE IMPROVED1 























II(Jf;l IMPROVE 1lA.SKBALL DIAIDI!IDS7 
HOUSEHOLD CG'il'OSITIOH 
62 
:roo:r:BALL FIKU>S BKED TO BK IMI'ROVED7 












l!OOT.BAIJ. 'E1EI1>S HKED 1U llK IHPROVKDZ 
HOUSEHOLD CCtiPOSITIOI!I 
BOll IMPROVE l!OOT.BAIJ. FIKLDS! 











BOll lMPROVK :rooTBALL FIKU>S7 
BOOSEHOLD COMPOSITIOI!I 
PARKS NKIID TO BK IHPROVKD7 


















PARKS HKED 1U BK IHPROVKDl 
HOUSEHOLD lnfi.'OSITIOii 
RADIHG l'OOLS NKKD 1U BE 1Hl'ROVED7 




















T.KRNIS COURTS NKED 1U BE IHPROVED1 












T.KRNIS COURTS HKIID TO BE IHPROVED! 
HOOSEBOLD !n!FOSITION 
BOil lMPROVK TEliNIS COURTS! 





COMP-> Count 1 1 Row 
TENNHW ~~~-:::_ ----~:~~l----~:~~1----~:~~ Total 
1 1 1 1 15 1 4 1 20 IMPROVE SURFACE --~~:~-- --~~:: __ --~~:~-- 35.1 
IMPROVE NET 
2 1--~~:~--1--:~:~--1--=~:~--1 21~t 
ADD TENNIS couiT 1--------1--~~~~--1--=~:~--1 29~~ 
GENERAL MAINT~A 1--------1--~~:~--l---~:! __ l 14.S 
Column 2 44 11 57 


























PLEASURE RINKS NEED TO BE lHPRDVED! 
HOUSEHOLD <nft'OSITION 
a:Hf. CllETRK NEED TO BE lHPRDVED! 































WERE DO nxJ USE PARKSI 
HOUSEHOLD <nfl'OSITIOif . 
mmD :roR. TENN DROP-IN CKI!ITRKl 
















HEED :mR. SEHIORS ACTIVITY CKI'i'TRKl 




































































DO "YOU USE DAYCARE YACTI.ITIEST 
HOUSEHOLD IXIMPOSITION 
DO "YOU USE DAYCARX YACTI.ITIES! 
AREA OF ilKS'IDN 








Control..liDg for CCIMP 
USE OR RFlJUIRK llffANT DAYCARE7 
DO YOU USK DAYCARK FACILITIF:S1 









1 1 ___ ::~--1 2-~ 
2 1 __:~~~--1 9~~§ 





Crosstabul.ation: lNFNCR USE OR RFlJUIRK llffANT DAYCARE7 
DO YOU USK DAYCARE FACILITIF:S1 By DYCR 





C~lu~~t 1NO 1 Row 
2 Total 
-------- --------
2 1 __:~~~--1 95:~ 
3 1 ___ ~:~--1 4.~ 
Column 21 21 
Total 100.0 100.0 
Crosstabul.ation: lNFNCR USE OR l!.EUOIRK IBFANT DAYCARE7 
DO YOU USK DAYCARE :FACILITIES! By DYCR 













Val-ue - 5.00 MARRIKD COUl'LK 
USE OR REQlliRK llffANT DAYCARE7 
DO YOU USK DAYCARE :FACILITIES! 
Val-ue - 6.00 SINGLE: PARENT 
Crosstabul.at:ion: PRSCHL USE OR RFlJUIRK PRE-SCHOOL DAYCARE1 
By DYCR DO YOU USK DAYCARE :FACILITIES 1 
Control..liDg for CCIMP Val-ue - 1.00 SDIGLE 




1 L __ :J_J 2.1 
NO 2 L_:~~LJ gg~~ 
DONT KNOW 
3 1---~:~--1 1.5 
Column 192 192 
Total 100.0 100.0 
78 
CrosstabuLation: PRSCHL USE OR. REOUIRJI: PRE-SCHOOL DAYCARE7 
By DYCR. DO YOU USll: DA.YCAR.K :uc:r:r.:ITIES7 
Controlling for CCtfi' Value - 2.00 SHARED SINGLE 
DYCR-> c~r~~t lNO 1 Row 2 Total 
PRSCBL -------- --------
NO 
2 L_:~~tJ 95:~ 
DONT KNOW 
3 1---~:~--1 4.§ 
Column 21 21 









USE OR. RE0UIRJ1: SCHOOL AGE DAYCARE1 
DO YOU USll: DA.YCAR.K :uc:r:r.:ITIES1 








1 1---~:~--1 3.Y 
2 1 __:~~~--1 9§~~ 





CrosstabuLation: SCHLAG USE OR. RllOUIRK SCHOOL AGE DAYCARE1 
DO YOU USll: DA.YCAR.K :FACILITIES? By DYCR. 





c~ru~~t lNo 1 Row 
2 Total 
-------- --------
1 1---~:~--1 4.§ 
2 l __ :~~~--1 95:~ 
Column 21 21 



















USE OR. REOUilUt SCHOOL AGE DAYCABE1 
DO YOO USJi: DAYCARK YACILI.TIES1 
Val.ue - 5.00 HARRIED COIJl'LK 
USE OR. REOUilUt SCHOOL AGE DAYCABE7 
DO YOO US:£ DAYCARK nci.LITIES! 






Controlling for am 
USE OR REOUilUt Tll.ll:RTY-FOUR HOUR DAYCABE7 






Val.ue - 1.00 SDIGLK 
CgluP~t 1NO 1 Row 
2 Total 
-------- --------
1 1---~:~--1 1.5 
2 1 189 1 189 
__ :~:~-- 98.4 







Crosstabulation: TIIEBBR. USE OR. REOUIRK Tll.ll:RTY-FOIJR. HOUR DAYCABE7 
DO YOU USlt DAYCARK FACILITIES? By DYGR. 








2 1 20 1 20 








Crosst:abulation: TIIEBBR. USE OR RilOOIRE TilERTY-FOUR HOUR DAYCABE1 
DO YOO USE DAYCABE FACILITIES! By DYGR. 






Val.ue - 5.00 HARRII3D COUPLE 
577 
100.0 
DAY CARE 81 
Crosst:abnl.a.tion: '.IRFRHR 
By DYCR. 
USE OR REOOIRK lVKRTY-IDUR. HOUR DAYCARE! 
DO YOU USX DAYCARK FACILITIES! 
Control.l:i:ng for CCMP Va1..,.. - 6.00 SillGL'K PARENT 
~-> ~:~:!:~_1::: ___ :_1:: ____ ~_1 T~~~ 
1 I 4 1 13 1 11 YES 33.3 10.0 12.0 +-------- --------
NO 2 1--~~:! __ 1--~~~~--1 8!:g 
DONT KNOW 
3 1 ________ 1 ___ ~:~--1 3.3 
Column 12 130 142 
Total 8.5 91.5 100.0 
Crosst:abnl.a.tion: llHRGCY USE OR. REX>UIRK EHKR.GENCY DAYCARE! 
DO YOU US:£ DAYCARK FACILITIES! By DYCR. 






C~~~~t 1NO 1 Row 
2 Total 
-------- --------
1 1 ___ ::~--1 1.~ 
2 1--~~~! __ l 9§~2 









Crosstabnl.a.tion: EMRGCY USE OR. REQUIRE EHKRGENCY DAYCAREt 
By DYCR. DO YOU US:£ DAYCARK FA.CII.ITIES! 
Controll.ing for CCMP Va1ue - 2.00 SHARED SINGLE 




1 L--~:LJ 4 J 
NO 
2 L-~~~LJ 95:~ 
Column 21 21 
Total 100.0 100.0 
Crosst:abnl.a.tion: EMRGCY 
By DYCR. 














USE OR. REOOIRK EHKRGENCY DAYCARE! 
DO YOU US:£ DAYCARE E&CILI.TIES7 
Value - 5.00 HARRIED COUPLE 
USE OR REOOIRK EHKRGENCY DAYCAREt 
DO YOU US:£ DAYCARE FA.CILTI'IES1 





WOLD LIKK TO SEE Sll'I'G- FAH- HOOE1 





DON T KNOW 
Number of Missing Observations - 19 
Crosstabtilati.on: SGLlAM 
By caMP 
YOOLD LIKK TO SRK Sll'I'G- FAH- HOOE7 
HOUSEHOLD CCRn'OSITIOI'{ 
Count lSINGLE lSBARED SlMARRIED lSINGLE Pl SG~~::-> ~:~-~:~- ____ ::~~ ~~~~:~~ ~~~~~~~ ~:~~ T~~~l 
YES 
1 L_~!~~-J--~~~!_j __ ~~~~·_j __ ~~~tJ 9~~i 
NO 
2 1 ___ ~:! __ 1 ________ 1---~~~--1---~:~ __ 1 
DON T KNOW 
3 1 __ :~~~--1---~:! __ 1---~~~--1---~:~ __ l 
Column 193 22 584 144 
Total 20.5 2.3 61.9 15.3 






DON T KNOW 
Number of Missing Observations - 19 
Crosstabulati.on: DUPLEX 
By caMP 








Count lSINGLE lSHARED SlMARRIED lSINGLE Pl DU~~~-> ~:~-~:~- ____ ::~~ ~~~~:~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~:~~ T~~~l 
YES l 1--~~~~--1--~~:~--1--~!~~--1--~~~! __ 1 4~~~ 
NO 2 1--~~~~--1--~~~~--1--~~~~--1--~~~~--1 4r:~ 
DON T KNOW 
3 1 __ :~~~--1---~:~--1---~~~--1---~~~--1 9:~ 
Column 193 22 584 144 943 
Total 20.5 2.3 61.9 15.3 100.0 
















DON T KNOW 
By COMP 
WULD r.n::K TO SEE ROll OR l'tMmOUSEZ 
BOUSKHOIJ) CCIH'OSITIOI!I 







DON T KNOW 
By RNI'OW 
WULD r.n::K TO SEE LIJil-RISE APT.! 
DO YOU RENT OR OW{! 






DON T KNOW 
By COMP 
liOOLD r.n::K TO SEE :r.oY-RISE APT. 7 
HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITIOI!I 
Number of Missing Observations • 82 
DAY CARE 
Cross=bul.ation: AP11llii YOIJLD r..n::K 1U SEE HIGH-RISE .AP'.r. T 
DO YOU RENT OR. OllN7 By RN'IOW 
~~-> ~:~:~:~_1:::: __ ~_1::: ___ ~_1 T~~:l 
1 1 60 1 . 101 1 161 
YES --~~:~-- --~~:~-- 16.0 
NO 2 L-~~~tj __ ~~~~-J 7~~~. 
DON T KNOW 
3 1--~~~~--1---~~! __ 1 8~~ 
Column 315 691 1006 
Total 31.3 68.7 100.0 





DON T KNOW 
1dOULD r..n::K 1U SKK HIGH-RISE .AP:r. 7 
HOUSEHOLD c:ctiPOSITION 




WULD r..n::K 1U SKK HOUSING :FOR HARDICAPPE 





DON T KNOW 
Number of Missing Observations • 20 
Cross=bulation: HANDIC 
By caMP 







DON T KNOW 
By RN'J.'OilN 
WOLD I..IlCK TO SKE GOVT. R.EliTAI.l 
DO YOU RENT OR. OllN'l 






DON T KNOW 
By CCtiP 




WOLD I..IlCK TO SKK HOUSING EOR SHHIOR. COU 
DO IDU RENT OR. OllN'l 
~~~-> ~:~:!::_1:::: __ :_1::: ___ ~_1 T~~=l 
YES 
1 1--~~~~--1--~~~~--1 82:~ 
NO 2 L __ :~LJ ___ ~~~-J 8 ~~ 
DON T KNOW 
3 1 __ :~~~--1---~~~--1 7:§ 
Column 315 690 1005 
Total 31.3 68.7 100.0 






DON T KNOW 
By CCI!'lP 
WOLD L1XK TO SEE HOUSING EOR SHHIOR. COU 
HOUSEHOLD CCI!fl'OSITION 




WULD LIKK TO SKK HOUSING FOR. SIBGL.E SIN 
00 YOU RENT OR. OllN1 
~~-> ~~~:!~~-1:::: __ :_1::: ___ :_1 T~~=l 
YES l 1--~!~~--l--~~~~--1 8~~~ 
NO 2 L--~~LJ ___ :~~-J 8~~ 
DON T KNOW 
3 1 __ :~~~--1---~~~--1 s~Z 
Column 314 690 1004 
Total 31.3 68.7 100.0 







DON T KNOW 
By C(l'fP 
WULD LIKK TO SKK HOUSING FOR. SIBGLK . SIN 
HOUSEHOLD IXIfi'OSITION 








ARE DRUGS I ALCfJHOI. A TKKNAGE PROBLEH1 
IS miS A SA:EK N HOOD 








IS LOITKRIBG A TEHNAGK PROBLEM? 
IS 1HIS A SA:EK N HOOD 








IS VANDALISM A TEKHAGK PROBLEM! 
IS mrs A SAE'.K N HOOD 







IS UR.KHPLOYMENT A TEENAGE PROJILEH1 
IS mrs A SAE'.K N HOOD 




IS I.A.CX OF JOB SKILL A TEENAGE PROBLEM! 













IS PREGNANCY A TEKHAGK PROBLEM! 
IS TillS A SAF.K N HOOD 















IS LACK: OF REC- AmviTIES A 'I'KKlfAGK PRO 
IS 1ID.S A SAFE N HOOD 








IS I..ACK: OF AHBITIOH A 'IRENAGE PROHIJ!.ti? 
IS 11IIS A SAFE N HOOD 





















IMl'ROVE COl!IDITIOli OF SIREKJ..'SY 
IS THIS A SAFE N HOOD 








IMl'ROVE COl!IDITION OF SIDEYADC7 
IS THIS A SAFE N HOOD 







IMl'ROVE STEKT SIGNS! 
IS THIS A SAFE N HOOD 









IlfPROVE STIUIJIT LIGIJTINGi 
IS 'IHlS A SAFE N HOOD 
981 
100.0 








IlfPROVE LANK LIGIJTING? 
IS 'IHlS A SAFE N HOOD 







IlfPROVE COIID. OF JIOUI.XVARDl 
IS 'lliiS A SAFE N HOOD 







IlfPROVE STIUIJIT PARUNGI 
IS 'lliiS A SAFE N HOOD 










IS THIS A SA:FK N HOOD 
979 
100.0 














ll:IPROVE GHHKRAL APPEARANCKT 
IS THIS A SA:FK N HOOD 








DISTURBKD BY NOISE FRCif IND! 
IS THIS A SA:FK N HOOD 
982 
100.0 









DISTURBED BY TRAE'FIC FR.CH JNDT 
IS mrs A SAF.K N HOOD 








DISTURBED BY APPEARABCE OF IIIDT 
IS mrs A SAF.K N HOOD 








DISTURBED BY LOOSE/NOISY PKTS7 













DISTURBED BY TRAE'FIC NOISE! 














DISTURBED BY LIT'.I:ERINGT 
IS THIS A SAFE N HOOD 
980 
100.0 














DITIICOLT GK'.ITING IN!OliT O:F AREA.T 
IS THIS A SAFE N HOOI> 
















SPEKDING ON RES STREETS A PROBT 
IS TIII.S A SAEE N HOOD 







EVER HEARD OF N BOOD ~T 
IS TIII.S A SAEE N HOOD 
Number of Missing Observations - 41 
Crosstabul.a.tion: SAEE 
By AGEl 
IS THIS A SAEE N HOOD 
AGE OF RESPOI!IDENT 
94 
s~~El-> ~:~:!:~_l:~:---~-l~:~~:_:_l::~::_:_l:~~::_~_l:~~::_:_l:~~~:-~-1~~~~:-~_l::~::_:_l:~~::_~_l::: ___ :_l T~~=l 
YES l l--~::! __ l __ :~~!--l--~~~~--1--~!~~--1--~:~~--1--~~~~--1--~~~!--1--~~~~--1--~~~~--1--~~~~--1 65:~ 
NO 
2 1 __ :~:~ __ 1 __ :::~ __ ! __ :~~~--l--:~~~--1 __ ::~~--l __ ::~~--1 __ :::~--1--:~~~--1 __ ::~! __ ! __ :~~~--l 2~:~ 
SAME AS ~ 1 __ :::! __ 1 ___ ::~--1---~:~--1--:~~! __ 1 __ :~~~--l--:~~~--l __ ::~~--1 __ ::~! __ 1 __ ::~~--1--:~~~--1 1J~3 
Column 7 37 85 204 124 120 53 84 101 163 978 
Total .7 3.8 8.7 20.9 12.7 12.3 5.4 8.6 10.3 16.7 100.0 
Number of Missing Observations - 47 
Crosstabul.a.tion: SAEE 
By CCRft> 
IS THIS A SAEE N HOOD 
HOUSEHOLD cati.'OSITION 
95 
Crosst:abul.ation: SA:E'.K IS miS A SAn: N HOOD 
By DRIJGAL ARE DRUGS/ALCOHOL A TKKNAGK Pl!OBIJlH! 
Number of Missing Observations - 45 
Crosstabul.ation: SAJ!K IS THIS A SAJ!K N HOOD 
By LOITNG IS LOITKRJNG A TEKHAGE PROBLEM7 
Number of Missing Observations - 45 
Crosst:abul.ation: SAn: 
By VNDLSM 
IS THIS A SAn: N HOOD . 
IS VANDALISM A TEHliAGE PROBLEM! 
Number of Missing Observations - 45 
Crosstabul.ation: SA:E'.K IS THIS A SA:E'.K N HOOD 
By UNHPLY IS tlNHHPI.OYMEN" A TEENAGE Pl!OBIJlH! 
~LY-> ~:~:!:~-l~: ___ :_l:: ____ :_l~:~-~1 T~~~l 
YES 1 1--~~~~--1 __ ::~~--1--~!~~--1 66:~ 
NO 2 1 __ :~~~--1--:~~~--1--:~~~--1 z~72 
SAME AS ~ 1 __ :~~~--1--:~~~--1--:~~! __ 1 1~~~ 
Column 370 103 508 981 
Total 37.7 10.5 51.8 100.0 




IS THIS A SAFE N HOOD 
IS IACX OF JOB SKILL A T'.EimAGK FROBI.:EM! 
~~~S-> ~:~:!::_1::: ___ ~_1:: ____ :_1::::_~:1 T~~~l 
YES 
1 1--~~~~--1--~~~~--1--~~~~--1 6g:~ 
NO 
2 1 __ :~~~--1--:~~~--1--:~~~--1 2~:~ 
SAME AS ~ 1--~~~~--1--~~~~--1--~~~~--1 1~~8 
Column 34 7 92 540 979 
Total 35.4 9.4 55.2 190.0 




IS 'lliiS A SAF.K N HOOD 
IS PREGNANCY A TEKHAGK FROBLEM! 
Number of MLssing Observations - 46 
Number of MLssing Observations - 46 
Crosstabulation: SAFE IS THIS A SAF.K N HOOD 
By LCKR.EC IS IACX OF REG. ACTIVITIES A TEKHAGK FRO 
~~C-> ~:~:!::_1::: ___ ~_1:: ____ :_1::::_~:1 T~~~l 
YES 
1 1--~~~~--1--~!~~--1--~~~~--1 6g:~ 
NO 
2 1 __ :~~~--1--:~~~--1--:~~~--1 2~:~ 
SAME AS ~ 1--~~~~--1--~~~~--1--~~~~--1 1~~8 
Column 314 222 443 979 
Total 32.1 22.7 45.3 100.0 
Number of Missing Observations - 46 
97 
CrosstaboLation: SAFE IS THIS A SAFE N HOOD 
By LCKAHB IS LA.CX:: OF AMBITIOH A TEENAGE PROBIJM1 
LCKAMB-> Count 1 1 Row 
SAFE ~~~-:::_ ------~-1 ______ :_1------~- Total 
YES 1 1--~~~~--1 __ ::~~--1--~~~~--1 68:~ 
NO 
2 1 __ :~~~--1--~:~~--1--~~~! __ 1 2~:g 
SAME AS ~ 1--~~~~--1---~~~--1--~:~~--1 1~~8 
Column 408 101 470 979 
Total 41.7 10.3 48.0 100.0 
Number of Missing Observations - 46 
CrosstaboLation: SAFE IS liDS A SAFE N HOOD 
By PRBI.Al1 IS PROBLEMS VITII '.lliK I.Ml A TEENAGE PROBL 
~::~W-> ~:~:!:~_1::: ___ ~_1:: ____ :_1::::_:;:1 T~~~ 
YES 1 1--~~~~--1--:~~!--1--~~~~--1 68:~ 
NO 
2 1--~~~~--1 __ ::~! __ 1 __ :~~! __ 1 2~:g 
SAME AS ~ 1 __ ::~~--1 __ ::~~--1-_:!~~--1 1J~8 
Column 239 172 568 979 
Total 24.4 17.6 58.0 100.0 
Number of Missing Observations - 46 
CrosstaboLation: SAFE IS liDS A SAFE N HOOD 
By PRBHlli IS PROBLEMS AT ElliE A TEENAGE PROBLllH! 
Number of Missing Observations - 46 
Crosstabolation: AGEl AGE OF RESPOl'IDIDrr 
By PUBTRN DO YOU USE '.lliK PUBLIC TRANSIT SYSTEM! 
SERVICES 98 
Crosst:abulation: AGEl AGE OF RESPOIIDKNr 
By PUBYST IF TRAllSIT IS USED ARK YOU SATISTI.IIDT 
PUBYST-> ~:~:!:~_1::: ___ :_1:: ____ ~_1 T~~:l AGEl 
0 1 ____ :~ __ 1 ___ ::~--1 5 <13 .7 
1 1---~~~--1---~:~--1 33 13-19 4.8 2 1---~~! __ 1 ___ ~:~--1 56 20-24 8.1 
3 1 __ :~~~--1--:~~~--1 131 25-34 19.0 
4 1 __ ::~! __ 1 __ :~~~--1 81 35-44 11.8 
5 l __ ::~~--1--:~~~--1 82 45-54 11.9 
6 1---~~~--1---~~~--1 41 55-59 6.0 7 1---~~!--1---~~~--1 63 60-64 9.1 8 1 __ ::~~--1---~~~--1 74 65-69 10.7 9 1 __ :~~! __ 1 __ :~~~--1 123 70+ 17.9 
Column 539 150 689 
Total 78.2 21.8 100.0 
Number of Missing Observations - 336 
Crosst:abulation: caMP BOUSEROLD COMPOSITIOH 
By PUBTRN DO IDU USK mK PUBLIC 'IRANSIT SYSTEMT 




00 1 __ :~~~--1--:~~~--1 26:~ 
shared singf~00 1 ___ :~!--l---~~~--1 2:~ 
married cou~i~0 1--~~~~--1--~!~~--1 6I~~ 
single pare~t00 1 __ :~~~--1--:~~~--1 1!:~ 
Column 646 295 941 
Total 68.7 31.3 100.0 




ll' TRANSIT IS USED ARK YOU SATISTI.IIDT 
642 
100.0 
Number of Missing Observations - 383 
SERVICES 













By SHPWES DO SHOPPJNG IN "lmS'l'OB1 
1007 
100.0 




DO SHOPPING IN "WESTON! 
938 
100.0 
Number of Missing Observations • 87 
Crosstabulation: AREA AREA OF YKSTON 
By SHPWES DO SHOPPJNG IN "WESION? 
~S-> ~:~:!:~-1~:: ___ :_1:: ____ :_1 T~~~l 
1 1--~!~~--1--:~~! __ 1 2~?~ 
2 1 __ :~~~--1--:~~~--1 2~~~ 
3 1 __ :~~~--1-_:!~~--1 2~~t 
4 1 __ :~~~--1--:~~! __ 1 2~~f 
Column 350 663 1013 
Total 34.6 65.4 100.0 








~~~YWY-> ~:~:!:~-1~~~!~1:~~~1~~~~~1~~~1~:~~1~~~1:::::::_1 T~~~l 
single 1.00 1 __ :~:~ __ 1 __ :~:~--1--~~:~ __ 1 ________ 1 __ ~::~--1--~~~~--1 ________ 1 16:r 
shared singi~00 1---~:! __ 1--~~:~ __ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ___ ~:! __ 1 __ :~:~--1 3 ·~ 
married cou~i~0 1 __ :~:~--1--~~:~--1--~:~~--1--~~:! __ 1--~~:~ __ 1 __ ~:~~--1--~~:~--1 60~g 
single pare~t00 1--~~:~ __ 1 __ :~:~ __ 1 __ :~:~--1--~~:~ __ l __ ~::~--1--~~~~-1--:~:~-~1 19:~ . 
Column 11 10 32 7 8 64 5 137 
Total 8.0 7.3 23.4 5.1 5.8 46.7 3~6 100.0 
Number of Missing Observations - 888 
Crosstabulation: LIVED :r..BEGIH OF RKSIDE11'CY 
By AGEl AGE OF RKSPONDEN'r 
Controlling for COMP Value - 1.00 single 
Ll~~~1 -> ~:~:!:~_1::~::_:_1::~::_~_1::~::_~_1::~::_~_1::~::_~_1::~::_:_1::~::_~_1::: ___ ~_1 T~~~l 
less than 10 y~a 1--~~:~--1--~~~~--1--~~:~--1--~~~~--1--~~:~ __ 1 __ ~::~--1--~~:~ __ 1 ___ ::~--1 26:g 
10 to 19 year;o 1--~~:~--1--------1--~~:~ __ 1 ___ ~:~ __ 1 ___ ::~--1--~::~ __ 1 ___ ::~--1--~~~~--1 12:~ 
20 to 29 year;o 1 ________ 1 __ ~::~ __ 1 ________ 1 __ :~:~ __ 1 __ :~:~ __ 1 __ :~:~--1--:~:~ __ l ___ ::~--1 12:~ 
30 to 39 year;o 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 __ :~:~ __ 1 __ :::~--1--:~:! __ 1 __ :~:~--1--~~~! __ l __ :~~~--1 24~g 
40 to 49 year~O 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 __ :~:~ __ 1 __ :~:~--l--------1---~:! __ 1 ___ ::~ __ 1 __ :~~~--1 10:~ 
50 to 59 year;o 1 ________ 1 ________ ! ________ 1 __ ~::~ __ ! ___ ::~--1---~:! __ l ___ ~:~_-1 ___ ::~--1 6 :~ 
60 to 69 year~ 0 1 ________ 1 ________ ! ______ ~_1 ________ 1 ________ ! __ :::~_-l ________ l ___ ~:~--1 3 ·~ 
70 to 79 year~ 0 l ________ l ________ l ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ l ________ l~-------1 ___ ::~--1 3 -~ 
80 to 89 year~0 1 ________ l ________ l ________ 1 ________ l ________ 1 ________ l ________ l ___ ::! __ 1 
Column 3 16 10 25 13 16 32 77 
Total 1.6 8.3 5.2 13.0 6.8 8.3 16.7 40.1 
Crosstabulation: LIVED IJlliiiGIH O:F RKSIDEl'fCY 
By AGEl AGE OF RKSPONDEN'r 
Controlling for COMP Value • 2.00 shared single 
LI~~1 -> ~:~:!:~_1::~::_:_1::~::_~_1::~::_~_1::~::_~_1::~::_:_1::~::~_1::: ___ :_1 T~~~l 
less than 10 y~a 1--~~:~--1--~~:~--1--~~:~ __ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1_:~~:~ __ 1 ________ 1 5o~A 
10 to 19 year;o l ________ l __ :~:~--1--~~:~ __ l ________ l __ :~:~--1--------l--~~:~--1 18.~ 
20 to 29 year;o 1--~~:~ __ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 __ :~:~_-l ________ l ________ l 13.g 
30 to 39 year;o l ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ l ________ l ________ l ________ l __ ~~:~--l 4.3 
40 to 49 year~0 l ________ l ________ l ________ l ________ l __ :~:~ __ l ________ l ________ l 
50 to 59 year~ 0 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1_:~~:~--1--:~:~ __ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 
Column 5 6 3 1 4 1 2 















Crosstabulation: LIVED I..1mGIH O:F RESIDEl'iCY 
By AGEl AGE OF RESPOISDENT 







11~~~1 -> ~:~:!:~_1:~:---~-1~:~~:-~_1::~::_:_1::~::_~_1::~::_~_1::~::_~_1::~::_~_1::~::_~_1::~::_~-1~:: ___ :_1 T~~=l 
less than 10 y~a l ________ l __ ~:~~--l--~~~~--1--~:~~--l--~~~! __ l __ ::~~--l--~~~~--l--:~~~--l--------l--::~~--l 57~i 
10 to 19 year!O 1_:~~:~--1--~~:~ __ 1 __ :~:~ __ 1 __ :~:~--1--:~:~--1--~~:~ __ 1 __ :~:~ __ 1 __ :::~ __ 1 __ :::~ __ 1 ________ 1 22~~ 
20 to 29 year~0 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ___ ~:! __ 1 ___ ~:~ __ 1 ________ 1 __ :~:! __ 1 ________ 1 __ :~:~--1--~::! __ 1 ________ 1 5 ·~ 
30 to 39 year;o 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ___ ::~ __ 1 ___ ~:! __ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 __ :~~~--1--~~:~--1--~~:~--1 
40 to 49 year~0 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ___ ~:~ __ 1 __ :::! __ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 __ :::~ __ 1 __ :::! __ 1 
SO to 59 year;o l ________ l ________ l ________ l ________ l ________ l ________ l ________ 1 ________ l ________ 1 __ :::~--l 
60 to 69 year~0 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 __ :::~ __ 1 __ :::! __ 1 ________ 1 
70 to 79 year~0 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 __ :::! __ 1 
Column 3 16 24 39 24 9 4 8 9 9 
Total 2.1 11.0 16.6 26.9 16.6 6.2 2.8 5.5 6.2 6.2 
Number of Missing Observations - 82 
Crosstabulation: PUBYilY WY NOr SATISFIED? 
By AGEl AGE OF RESPOI1IDENT 
Controlling for C01!P Value - 1.00 single 
PU:~-> ~:~:!:~_1::~::_~_1::~::_~_1::~::_~_1::~::_~_1::~::_~_1::~::_~-1~:: ___ :_1 T~~=l 
DRIVERS RECKLE§s 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1--~~:~--1 13.~ 
SCHEDULE INAcc&a 1--~~:~ __ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1--~~:~ __ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 9.t 
INDIRECT ROUTE~ 1 ________ 1_:~~:~_-l ________ l ________ l __ ~~:~--1--------1--~~:! __ 1 22.~ 
IMPROVE/ADD saiL l ________ l ________ l ________ l __ :~:~ __ l ________ l ________ l ________ l 4.3 
INFREQUENT SER~ 1--~~:~ __ 1 ________ 1_:~~:~--1--~~:~ __ 1 ________ 1_:~~~~--1--~~:~--1 5o:6 
Column 2 1 1 4 2 3 9 22 














Crosstabul.ation: P1IBnlY WY li'OT SATISFIKD1 
By AGEl AGE OF RESPOIIDENT 
Controll:ing for eotn> Value - 2.00 shared singl.e 
P~~-> ~:~:!:~_l::~::_:_l:~~::_~-1~~~~:-~_l::~::_:_l T~~~ 
DRIVERS RECKLE§s 1--~~:~ __ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 20.6 
SCHEDULE INACCfrR 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1_:~~:~--1 20.6 
INFREQUENT SERtr l ________ l_:~~:~ __ l_:~~:~ __ l ________ l 40.5 
OTHER 99 1--~~:~ __ l ________ l ________ l ________ l 20.B 
Column 2 1 1 1 5 
Total 40.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 100.0 
Crosst:.abuLation: AREA. AREA O:F lll'ISTON 
CNDSTR-> 
AREA 
By CNDSIR IMPROVE CONDITION OF S'IRJ'Xl'S1 
Number of Missing Observations - 6 
Crosst:.abuLation: AREA. AREA. OF lmSTON 
CNDSWK-> 
AREA 
By CNDSWC IMPROVE CONDITION OF SIDEilAIJC1 
Number of Missing Observations - 6 
Crosst:.abuLation: AREA. AREA. OF lmSTON 
IMPROVE ST.FJIT SIGNS? By STRSGN 
Crosst:.abuLation: AREA. AREA. OF "llESTON 
By STRLGT IMPROVE STREET LIGHTING? 
STRLGT-> ~:::!::_1::: ___ ~_1:: ____ :_1::::_~:1 T~~~l AREA 
1 1--~~~~--1--~~~~--1---~~~--1 2§?y 2 1--~~~! __ 1 __ ~!~! __ 1 ____ :~ __ 1 23~~ 
3 1--~~~~--1--~~~~--1 ____ :~--1 2§~~ 
4 1 __ :~~~--1--~!~~--1 ___ ::~--1 2~:~ 
Column 164 831 23 1018 
Total 16.1 81.6 2.3 100.0 
Number of Missing Observations - 7 
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Crosstabulati.on: AREA AREA OF ll.KS'IUN 
LNLTNG-> 
AREA 
By LNLTNG IMPROVE LANK LIGHTING! 
Number of Missing Observations - 7 
Crosstabulati.on: AREA AREA OF "llESTON 
CONBLV-> 
AREA 
By CONBLV IMPROVE COI!ID. OF :OOULXVARD! 
Number of Missing Observations - 8 
Crosstabulation: AREA AREA OF llKS'IUN 
STRPAR-> 
AREA 
By STRPAR IMPROVE STRKIIT PARlCIEG! 
~:::!::_1::: ___ ~_1:: ____ ~_1::::_~:1 T~~~l 
1 1--~~~! __ 1 __ ~!~~--1--~~~! __ 1 2§?y 
2 1--~~~~--1--~~~~--1---~~~--1 2~:~ 3 1--~~~~--1--~!~~--1---~:~--1 2~:~ 4 1--~~~~--1--~!~~--1---~:~--1 2~~g Column 409 543 66 1018 
Total 40.2 53.3 6.5 100.0 










TREES-> ~:::!:~_1::: ___ :_1:: ____ :_1::::_~:1 T~~~l AREA 
1 1--~~~~--1--~!~~--1 ___ :~~--1 2~?~ 
2 1 __ :~~~--1--:~~~--l ____ :~--1 2~:~ 
3 1 __ :~~~--1--:~~~--1 ___ ::! __ 1 2~~~ 
4 1--~~~~--1--~!~! __ 1 ___ ::~--1 2~~~ 
Column 331 654 34 1019 
Total 32.5 64.2 3.3 100.0 
Number of Missing Observations - 6 
Crosst:.abulat::ion: AREA. AREA. OF llKSIDN 
By GENAPP IMPROVE GEI'IRRAL APPKARANCKI 
GENAPP-> ~:::!::_1::: ___ :_1:: ____ :_1::::_~:1 T~~~l AREA 
1 1 __ ~!~~--1--~~~~--1---~~~--1 2~?~ 
2 1--~~~~--1--~~~~--1 ___ ::f __ 1 2~~I 
3 1~-~!~~--1--~~~~--1 ___ ::f __ 1 2~~~ 
4 1--~~~~--1--~~~~--1 ___ ::~--1 2~;3 
Column 546 427 44 1017 
Total 53.7 42.0 4.3 100.0 
Number of Missing Observations - 8 
Crosst:.abulat::ion: AREA AREA OF llKS1.UN 
By BOISE DISTIJRBKD BY NOISE ERJl!i IND7 
NOISE-> ~:::!:~_1::: ___ :_1:: ____ :_1::::_~:1 T~~~l AREA 
1 1--~~~!--1--~~~~--1 ___ ::~--1 2~?~ 
2 1 __ ::~~--1--:~~~--1 ________ 1 2~~~ 
3 1 __ :~~~--1--:~~~--1 ________ 1 2~~~ 
4 1--~~~~--1--~!~~--1 ________ 1 2~~~ 
Column 302 712 5 1019 
Total 29.6 69.9 .5 100.0 





AREA OF VKSTON 
DISTURBED BY TRA:E'TIC E'Rm!: IND7 
Number of Missing Observations - 6 
lOS 
Crosstabtilation: AREA AREA OF iiiRSTON 
APPIND-> 
AREA 
By APPDID DISlURBED BY APPEARANCE OF JBD! 
Number of Missing Observations - 7 
Crosstabtilation: AREA AREA OF lmSTON 
PETS-> 
AREA 
By PETS DISlURBED BY LOOSE/NOISY PETS? 
Number of Missing Observations - 7 
Crosstabtilation: AREA AREA OF YESTON 
By TRFCNS DIS11JRBED BY TR.AFEIC NOISE! 
TRFCNS-> ~:::!:~-1~:---~-1:: ____ :_1~:::_~:1 T~~:l AREA 
1 1 __ ::~~--1--:~~~--1---~:~ __ 1 2~~~ 
2 1--~:~~--1--~!~~--1 ____ :~ __ 1 2~~~ 
3 1 __ ::~~--1--:~~~--1 ________ 1 2~~~ 
4 1--~~~~--1--~~~~--1 ____ :~--1 2~~~ 
Column 291 720 7 1018 
Total 28.6 70.7 .7 100.0 




Number of Missing Observations - 8 
106 
Crosstabol.at:ion: AREA. AREA. OF 'llKS1UN 
By TI!K11U' IS TRUCK TRAFFIC A PROBLEM! 
TRKTRF-> ~:::!:~_1::: ___ :_1:: ____ :_1::::_:;:1 T~~~l AREA 
1 1 __ :~~~--1--~~~~--1--:~~~--1 2~?~ 
2 1--~~~~--1--~!~~--1 ___ ::~--1 2~:~ 
3 l __ :~~~--1--~!~~--l ___ ::~--l 2~:~ 
4 1 __ ~!~~--1--~~~~--1 ____ :~--1 2~~~ 
Column 274 682 60 1016 
Total 27.0 67.1 5.9 100.0 






AREA. OF 'llKS1UN 
DimCULT GETTING IN/OIIT OF AREA.! 
AREA. OF 'llKS1UN 
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By UNSPED UNS.AF.K PEDESTIUAR CROSSlll"GS A PROB7 
UN SPED-> 
AREA 
Number of Missing Observations - 13 
Crosstabol.at:ion: AREA. 
By SPDRES 
AREA. OF llKS1UN 
SPEEDllii'G ON RES STREETS A PROB7 
Crosstabu:Lation: LIVKD 
By <Xl!iP 
LKifGTH O:F RKSIDRII"CY 
HOUSEHOLD com'OSITION 
108 
Count !SINGLE !SHARED SlSHARED SlSHARED SlMARRIED !SINGLE Pl LI~~~-> ~:~-~:~- ----~:~~ ~~~~~:~~ ~~~!:~~ ~~~~!:~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~:~~ T~~:l 
less than 10 y~a 1---~~~--1 ____ :~ __ 1 ____ :~ __ 1 ____ :~--1--~~~~--1---~~~--1 4g:~ 
10 to 19 year;o 1---~~~--1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ____ :~ __ 1 __ ~!~~--1---~~~--1 l~:I 
20 to 29 year~0 1---~~~--1-___ :! __ l ____ :~ __ l ________ l ___ ~~! __ l ____ :~--l 1§:g 
30 to 39 year~ 0 1---~~~--l ____ :! __ l ________ l ________ l ___ ~~~--l ___ :~~--1 13~~ 
40 to 49 year;o 1---~~~--1 ____ :! __ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ___ ~~~--l ____ :~--1 6:i 
50 to 59 year;o 1 ___ :~~--l ____ :! __ l ________ l ____ :! __ l ___ ~~~--1 ____ :~--1 2:~ 
60 to 69 year~0 ! ____ :~ __ ! ________ ! ________ ! ________ ! ___ :~~--l-___ :~--1 2:6 
70 to 79 year~0 ! ____ :~ __ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1---~~~--1 ____ :! __ 1 1 :~ 
80 to 89 year~0 1 ____ :! __ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ________ 1 ____ :! __ 1 ________ 1 
Column 
Total 193 7 7 8 585 145 20.4 .7 .7 .8 61.9 15.3 















"WESTON C<MIDNITY SURVEY 
Final Codebook 
Var Var Col. 
# Name # Description Coding 
1 ID 1-4 Identification 
2 AREA 5-6 Area Code 
3 LIVED 7-8 How long have you 
lived in N'hood? years 0=< 1 year 
4 REMAIN 9 Do you wish to 1) Remain 
2) Move 
5 MOVE1 10-11 Why do you wish 99) Other 
MOVE2 12-13 to move? 1) Traffic Problems 
2) Home Upkeep Difficult 
3) Neighbors/Residents a Problem 
4) Area/Housing Deteriorating 
5) Crime/Danger 
6) Personal Reasons 
7) Present Home Inadequate 
8) Health Problems 
9) Not Wheelchair Accessible 
10) Require Seniors' Housing 
11) Area too Noisy 
12) Poor Quality Schooling 
6 LIKE1 14-15 What do you like 1) Quiet 
LIKE2 16-17 about your n'hood? 2) Neighbors/Residents 
LIKE3 18-19 3) Feel Comfortable in Area 
4) Location 
5) Park and Recreational Facilities 
6) City Services 
7) Schools 
8) Inexpensive 
9) Family Ties-Grew up 
10) Familiar With Neighborhood 
11) House/Yard Well Maintained 
12) Dwelling 
13) General Improvement (all aspects) 

















What don't you like 
about your n'hood? 
Is this a safe 
Neighborhood 
If no, why not? 
What things could 
make it safer? 
Have you ever heard 
of N'hood Watch? 
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99) Other 
1) Delinquent Youth 
2) Neighbors/Residents 
3) Homes/Yards Deteriorating 
4) Crime 
5) Vagrants/Drunkenne~s 
6) Lack of Major Grocery Store 
7) Traffic Problems 
8) Loose/Noisy Pets 
9) Street Condition 
10) Parks/Recreation Facilities· 
11) Lack of Area Maintenance 
12) Lack of Community Programs 
13) Area too Noisy 
14) Everything 
15) Location 
16) Beer Gardens 




3) Same as anywhere else 
1) Crimes Against Person (molesting) 
2) Loud Parties 
3) Vicious Pets 
4) Perceived Teenage Threat 
5) Public Drunkenness 
6) Crime Against Property 
7) Loiterers 
8) Lack/Slow Police Response 
9) Traffic Problems 
1) Increase Police Patrols 
2) Resident Policeman 
3) Improve Personal/Home Security 
4) Increase Street Lighting 
5) Improve N'hood Watch Participation 
6) Address Needs of Teens 
7) Foot Patrolman 
8) Improve N'hood Watch Organization 
9) Lane Lighting 
10) Increase N'hood Awareness 
11) Control Speeding 
12) Curfew 
13) Close /Regulate bars , pool halls , 
7-11 




12 WATCHE 40 Do you think it's 1) Yes 
effective? 2) No 
3) Don't know 
13 PARK 41 Where do you go to 1) Weston 
use parks/playgrounds 2) Outside of Weston 
3) Both 
4) Nowhere 
"Which of these need to be improved? 
14 socc 42 Soccer Fields 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't use 
4) Don't know 
15 SOCCHW 43-44 How? 1) Levelling 
2) Lighting 
3) Seating 
4) Maintenance/Improve Facilities 
5) More Needed 
16 HOCK 45 Hockey 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't use 
4) Don't know 
17 HOCKHW 46-47 How? 1) Improve Ice (smooth) 
2) Improve Facilities (ie. boards, 
lights, etc.) 
3) More Rinks Needed 
4) Better Maintenance 
5) Indoor Rinks 
6) Improve Pascal 
7) Improve Hours 
18 BASE 48 Baseball 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't use 
4) Don't know 
19 BASEHW 49-50 How? 1) Improve Field 
2) Improve Facilities (ie. backstop) 
3) Need MOre Diamonds 
' 4) More Benches 
5) Relocate Away From Residential 
20 FOOT 51 Football 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't use 
4) Don't know 
ll3 
21 FOOTHW 52-53 How? 1) Improve Field 
2) General Upgrading 
3) Better Maintenance 
4) Need More 
5) Barrier Needed Between CPR Track 
and Weston Memorial Park 
22 PARKS 54 Parks/Playgrounds 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't use 
4) Don't know 
23 PARKHW 55-56 How? 1) Better Maintenance 
2) Increase # of Benches 
3) Add Play Apparatus 
4) Add Trees 
5) Upgrade Pascoe Park 
6) Upgrade Knowles Park 
7) Upgrade Campion Park 
8) Control Rowdyness /Vandalism· 
9) Fences Needed 
10) Improve Lighting 
ll) Better Supervision 
24 WADING 57 Wading Pools 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't use 
4) Don't know 
25 WADNGHW 58-59 How? 1) Improve Supervision 
2) Improve Sanitation 
3) Increase # of Pools 
4) Better Maintenance 
5) Open Earlier in Year 
26 TENN 60 Tennis Courts 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't use 
4) Don't know 
27 TENNHW 61-62 How? 1) Improve Surface 
2) Improve Net 
3) Add Tennis courts 
4) General Maintenance 
28 PLRNK 63 Ice Rink (Pleasure) 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't use 
4) Don't know 
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29 PLRNKHW 64-65 How? 1) Shelter/Change roam Needed 
2) Improve Maintenance 
3) Need More 
4) Improve Surface 
5) Enlarge Rinks 
6) Enforce Pleasure Skating Rule 
7) Improve Hours 
30 COMC 66 Community Centre 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't use 
4) Don't know 
31 COMCHW 67-68 How? 1) New Centre needed 
2) Expand/Upgrade existing Centre 
3) Requires Supervision of Programs 
4) Improve Equipment 
5) Better/All Year Hours 
Is there a need for these other facilities in your neighborhood? 
32 TEEN 69 Teen Drop-in Centre 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
33 SENIOR 70 Senior Citizen 1) Yes 
Activity Centre 2) No 
3) Don't know 
34 HORSE 71 Horseshoe Pit 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
35 SHUFFL 72 Shuffleboard 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
36 FACOTH1 73-74 Other facilities 1) Games 
FACOTH2 75-76 needed 2) Lawn Bowling 
3) Bowling Alley 
4) Indoor Swimming Pool 
5) Outdoor SWimming Pool 
6) Library 
7) Additional Park Facilities 
8) Programs For Teens 
9) Gymnasium/Health Club 
10) Seniors Programs/Facilities 
11) Improve Sports Facilities 
12) Parent/Child Resource Facilities 
13) Increased Supervised Programming 
14) Utilize Cecil Rhodes #1 
37 PARTIP 77 Participate in Comm. 
























What programs do you 
participate in? 
Are recreation progs. 
adequate for you? 
RECSUG1 12-13 What recreational 





2) Community Meetings 
3) Church 
4) Legion Activities 
5) Sports 
6) N'hood Watch 
7) School Events/Activities 
8) Community Centre Activities 
9) Youth Drop-in Events 
10) Cubs/Brownies/Guides, etc. 
1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
1) Seniors Activities 
2) Social Events 
3) Teen Activity Centre 
4) Arts and Crafts 
5) Improve Coaching 
6) Pre-teen Programs 
7) Adult Programs 
8) Parent/Child/Programs 
9) Sports Programs 
10) Youth Evening Progamrs/Activities 
11) Aerobic/Exercise Programs and 
Facilities 
12) Activities at Weston C.C. 
Do you or any member of your family have or anticipate having any need for the 
following? 
42 CHILDC 16 
43 CELDLY 17 
44 HLTHCR 18 
45 FMLYCN 19 
Child care 





3) Don't know 
1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
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46 EMPASS 20 Employee assistance 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
47 WELASS 21 Welfare assistance 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't kncrw 
48 MAINTG 22 Assistance in 1) Yes 
maintaining your 2) No 
home 3) Don't lmow 
In terms of teenagers in Weston, would you say the following are problems? 
49 DRUGAL 23 Drugs/alcohol 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
so LOITNG 24 Loitering 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't lmow 
51 VNDLSM 25 Vandalism 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
52 UNMPLY 26 Unemployment 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't lmow 
53 LCKJBS 27 Lack of job skills 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
54 TNPREG 28 Teenage pregnancy 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) 'Don't knoW-
55 SCHLAT 29 Poor school attendance 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
56 LCKREC 30 Lack of recreational 1) Yes 
activities 2) No 
3) Don't know 
57 LCKAMB 31 Lack of ambition/ 1) Yes 
motivation 2) No 
3) Don't know 
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58 PRELAW 32 Problems with the 1) Yes 
Law 2) No 
3) Don't know 
59 PRBHOM 33 . Problems at home 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
60 DYCR? 34 Do you use daycare 1) Yes 
facilities? 2) No 
61 DNWHY1 35-36 If no, why not? 1) No Children 
DNWHY2 37-38 2) Children Very Young 
DNWHY3 39-40 3) Children Left Home 
4) Family Cares For Children 
5) Use a Baby Sitter 
6) No Room in Local Daycares 
7) Mistrust Daycare 
8) No Young Children 
9) No Need Yet 
10) Unemployed 
11) Too Expensive 
12) Unaware of Facil ties 
13) Poor Hours 
14) Lack of Appropriate Facilities 
62 DYWES? 41 If yes, in Weston? 1) Yes 
2) No 
63 DYNWHY1 42-43 If no, why not in 1) Unaware Facilities 
DYNWHY2 44-45 Weston 2) Prefer Former Facility 
3) No Room in Local Daycare 
Do you use or will you require the follow.ing daycare services? 
64 INFNCR 46 Infant care 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
65 PRSCHL 47 Pre-school 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
66 SCHLAG 48 School age 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
67 TWFRHR 49 Twenty four hour 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
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68 EMRGCY 50 Emergency daycare 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
69 OTHRDYl 51-52 Any other daycare 1) Handicapped Daycare 
OTHRDY2 53-54 facilities you would 2) More Daycare 
like to see in Weston 3) Affordaole Daycare 
4) School Age Daycare 
5) Emergency Daycare 
6) Twenty four.Hour Daycare 
7) Infant Care 
8) Private Babysitter Registry 
9) Pre School Daycare 
10) Greater Quality Daycare 
11) Subsidezed Private Babysitters 
70 PUBTRN 55 Do·you use the public 1) Yes 
bus system 2) No 
71 PUBNW¥1 56-57 If no, why not? 1) Use Own Vehicle 
PUBNW¥2 58-59 2) Use Friends'/Relatives' Vehicle 
3) Walk 
4) Bus Service Inconvenient 
5) Use. Taxi 
6) Health Reasons 
7) No Need 
8) Use Handi-Transit 
9) Use Bike 
72 PUBYST 60 If yes, are you 1) Yes 
satisfied 2) No 
73 PUBYWY 61-62 If no, why not? 1) Drivers Reckless/unfriendly 
2) Schedule Inaccurate 
4) Expensive 
5) Indirect routes 
6) Travel Time Long 
7) Infrequent Stops 
8) Improve/Add Shelters 
9) Infrequent Service 
74 SHPWES 63 Do you do most of you 1) Yes 
shopping in Weston 2) No 
Do you use the following in Weston? 
75 FOODST 64 Food store 1) Yes 
2) No 
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76 FSTWYN 65-66 Why not? 1) None in Area 
2) Poor Selection 
3) Not convenient 
4) Too Expensive 
5) Prefer Store Outside Weston 
77 CLTHST 67 Clothing store 1) Yes 
2) No 
78 CLTWYN 68-69 Why Not? 1) None in Area 
2) Poor Selection 
3) Poor Quality 
4) No Need 
5) Prefer Stores Outside of Area 
79 HRDWST 70 Hardware store 1) Yes 
2) No 
80 HRDWYN 71-72 Why not? 1) None in Area 
2) Poor/No Selection 
3) Prefer Store Outside of Weston 
4) No Need 
81 DRUGST 73 Drug store 1) Yes 
2) No 
82 DRGWYN 74-75 Why not? 1) Too Far 
2) Too Expensive 
3) Too Inconvenient 
4) No Need 
5) Prefer Drugstore Out of Weston 
83 CONVST 76 Convenience store 1) Yes 
2) No 
84 CONWYN 77-78 Why not? 1) Too Far 
2) Too Expensive 
3) Hang-Out 
4) No Need 
5) Poor Selection 
85 LD. 1-4 Identification 
86 DCTROF 5 Doctor's office 1) Yes 
2) No 
87 DCTWYN 6-7 Why not? 1) No 24 hr. Service 
2) Prefer Doctor Outside of Weston 
3) No Need 
4) None in Area 
5) Don't Like Doctors in Weston 
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88 DENT OF 8 Dentist's office 1) Yes 
2) No 
89 DENWYN 9-10 Why not? 1) None in Area 
2) Too Expensive 
3) Prefer Dentist Outside of Weston 
4) No Teeth 
5) No Need 
6) Don'.t .Like Dentist in Weston 
90 BARBHR 11 Barber/Hair Dresser 1) Yes 
2) No 
91 BARWYN 12-13 Why not? 1) Other/self cuts own 
2) No Selection 
3) Too Expensive 
4) Not Convenient 
5) Prefer Hairdresser outside of 
Weston 
6) No Need 
7) Poor Quality 
92 RESCAF 14 Restaurant and cafe 1) Yes 
2) No 
93 RESWYN 15-16 Why not? 1) Poor/No Selection 
2) Too Expensive 
3) Close Too Early 
4) None in Area 
5) No Need 
94 LAUNMT 17 Laundromat 1) Yes 
2) No 
95 LAUWYN 18-19 Why not? 1) Have Own :Machine 
2) None Close by 
96 CAR.PR 20 Car repair/gas 1) Yes 
2) No 
97 CARWYN 21-22 Why not? 1) Don't Own Vehicle 
2) Too Expensive 
3) Poor Selection 
4) Poor Service 
5) Does own Repairs 
6) Prefer Service Outside of Weston 
98 BANK 23 Bank 1) Yes 
2) No 
99 BNKWYN 24-25 Why not? 








Any other stores or 
services needed in 
Weston? 
1) Poor Service 
2) Poor Hours 
3) Prefer Bank OUtside of Weston 
l) Yes 
2) No 
1) No Pets 
2) None in Area 
3) Prefer Vet OUtside of Weston 
99) No Development Wanted 
1) Major Grocery Store 
2) Hardware Store 
3) Post.Office 
4) Drug Store 
5) Restaurants 
6) Quality Clothing Store 
7) Veterinarian 
8) Lauridroma t 
9) Bank 
10) Bakery 
11) Walk-in Clinic 
12) Shopping Centre/Strip Mall 
13) Other 
14) Hairdresser/Barber 
Do these neighbourhood aspects need to be .improved? 
103 CNDSTR 35 Condition of streets 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
104 CNDSWK 36 Condition of sidewalks 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
105 STRSGN 37 Street signs l) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
106 STRLGT 38 Street lighting 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
107 LNLTNG 39 Lane Lighting 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
108 CONBLV 40 Condition of boulevard 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
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109 STRPAR 41 Street parking 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
110 PCFLNS 42 Peacefulness 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
111 TREES 43 Trees 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
112 GENAPP 44 General appearance 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
Are you disturbed by any of the following7 
113 NOISE 45 Noise/smell from Ind. 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
114 TRAFIN 46 Traffic from Ind. 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
115 APPIND 47 Appearance of Ind. 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
116 PETS 48 Pets running loose/ 1) Yes 
noisy pets 2) No 
3) Don't know 
117 TRFCNS 49 Traffic noise 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
118 LITTER 50 Litter 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
In Weston are the following a problem7 
119 TRKTRF 51 Truck Traffic 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
120 DIFGET 52 Difficulty getting 1) Yes 
in/out of area 2) No 
3) Don't know 
,124 
121 UN SPED 53 Unsafe pedestrian 1) Yes 
crossings 2) No 
3) Don't know 
122 SPDRES 54 Speeding on res. 1) Yes 
streets 2) No 
3) Don't know 
123 OTTRAF1 55-56 Other traffic problems 99) Other 
OTTRAF2 57-58 1) Speeding in Back Lanes 
OTTRAF3 59-60 2) Disregard Stop Signs 
3) Dangerous Driving 
4) Better/More Street Lighting 
5) Trains Obstruct Traffic 
6) Crosswalks Dangerous 
7) Need More Crosswalks 
8) Lack of Street Parking 
9) Street Parking Regulations 
10) Snow Removal 
11) Heavy Traffic 
12) Speeding Vehicles 
13) Traffic Noise 
14) Lane Lights 
15) Lack of Parking at Reservoir 
16) Squealing Tires 
17) Trucks on Street 
18) Logan & Electa Needs Streetlights 
19) Logan & Electa Needs Corridor 
20) Flint & Notre Dame Need 
Streetlights 
21) Logan & McPhillips Difficult to 
access (ie. cars, pedestrians) 
22) Logan Difficult to Enter With 
Vehicle 
23) Flint and Notre Dame Needs 
Corridor 
24) Inadequate School Parking 
25) Problems with Pedestrians/Cyclists 
26) Speed Limit/Stop Signs Needed 
27) Motorcycles 
124 RNTOWN 61 Rent or own your house 1) Rent 
2) Own 
For Owners 
125 STROWN 62 Structural 1) Yes 
126 HTGOWN 63 Heating 1) Yes 
125 
127 ELCOWN 64 Electrical 1) Yes 
128 PLMOWN 65 Plumbing 1) Yes 
129 OTHOWN 66 Other 1) Yes 
130 NON OWN 67 None 1) Yes 
131 RRAP 68 Would you like some- 1) Yes 
one to explain RRAP 2) No 
to you? 
For Tenants 
132 SATLIV 69 Are you satisfied 1) Yes 
with your quarters? 
133 LIVIMP 70 Do your quarters need 1) Yes 
improvement? 
134 STRTEN 71 Structural 1) Yes 
135 HTGTEN 72 Heating 1) Yes 
136 ELCTEN 73 Electrical 1) Yes 
137 PLMTEN 74 Plumbing 1) Yes 
138 OTHTEN 75 Other 1) Yes 
139 NONTEN 76 None 1) Yes 
2) No 
140 SERLAN 77 Receive good service 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) No conment 
141 SERNOXl 78-79 If no, explain 1) Ignores Requests 
SERNOX2 80 2) Difficult to Contact 
3) Inadequate Repair Work 
4) Slow Response 
126 
'· 
142 I. D. 1-4 Identification 
For all respondents 
If deve1opnent were to occur .in WTeston what types of new housing would you like to 
see7 
143 SGLFAM 5 Single family home 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
144 DUPLEX 6 Duplex 1) Tes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
145 ROWTWN 7 Row or townhouse 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
146 APTLOW 8 Apartment low-rise 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
147 APTHIH 9 Apartment high-rise 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
148 HANDIC 10 Housing for physically 1) Yes 
handicapped 2) No 
3) Don't know 
149 GOVREN 11 Government rental 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
150 SEN CUP 12 Senior couples 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
151 SENSGL 13 Senior singles 1) Yes 
2) No 
3) Don't know 
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153 STATSl 15-16 Status of Respondent 1) Father/Husband 















154 SEXl 17 Sex of Respondent 1) Male 
2) Female 
155 MARTL1 18 Marital status of 1) Married 
respondent 2) Single 
3) Divorced 
4) Widowed 
5) Conmon Law 
6) Separated 



























158 SEX2 22 Sex of #2 1) Male 
2) Female 
159 MARTL2 23 Marital status of 1) Married 
#2 2) Single 
3) Divorced 
4) Widowed 
5) Common Law 
6) Separated 



























162 SEX3 27 Sex of :f/3 1) Male 
2) Female 
163 MARTL3 28 Marital status of 1) Married 
#3 2) Single 
3) Divorced 
4) Widowed 
5) Common Law 
6) Separated 











165 STATS4 30-31 Status of #4 1) Father/Husband 















166 SEX4 32 Sex of f/:4 1) Male 
2) Female 
167 MARTL4 33 Marital status of 1) Married 
f/:4 2) Single 
3) Divorced 
4) Widowed 
5) Common Law · 
6) Separated 



























170 SEXS 37 Sex of #5 1) Male 
2) Female 
171 MARTLS 38 Marital status of 1) Married 
liS 2) Single 
3) Divorced 
4) Widowed 
5) COI!llilon Law 
6) Separated 



























174 SEX6 42 Sex of #6 1) Male 
2) Female 
175 MARTL6 43 Marital status of 1) Married 
116 2) Single 
3) Divorced 
4) Widowed 
5) Common Law 
6) Separated 











177 STATS7 45-46 Status of #7 1) Father/Husband 















178 SEX7 47 Sex of if7 1) Male 
2) Female 
179 MARTL7 48 Marital status of 1) Married 
f/:7 2) Single 
3) Divorced 
4) Widowed 
5) Conmon Law 
6) Separated 








I) Don't Know 
181 INVLVD 50 Become involved? 1) Yes 
2) No 
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182 MONEYl 51-52 If money was set aside? 99) Other 
MONEY2 53-54 1) Seniors Housing 
MONEY3 55-56 2) Seniors Activity Centre/Programs 
3) Improve Seniors Services 
4) Improved Meals on Wheels 
5) Pre-Teen/Teenage Recreational· 
Centre/Programs 
6) Youth Employment Services 
7) Housing Improvement Programs 
8) Make use of Cecil School 
9) Make Daycare more Affordable 
10) Improve Streets 
11) Improve Lane Lighting 
12) Increase Police Patrols 
13) Improve Street Lighting 
14) Improve Street Sign 
Visibility 
15) Maintain Boulevards 
16) Plant More Trees 
17) Maintain Existing Trees 
18) Clean up N'hood 
19) Demolish Cecil School 
20) Establish Corridor at Logan and 
Electa 
21) Establish Corridor at Flint and 
Notre Dame 
22) Establish Traffic Lights at Logan 
and Electa 
23) Establish Traffic Lights at Flint 
and Notre Dame 
24) New Conmunity Centre 
25) Demolish/Renew Old Housing 
26) Yard Maintenance 
27) Improve Sidewalks 
28) Improve Reservoir Parking 
29) Expand/Maintain Parks 
30) Library 
31) Utilize Old Resevoir Site 
32) Repair Back Lane 
33) Activity Centre/Programs for Women 
34) Nursing Home 






I= Incomplete Survey 
S= Survey Completed by Self 
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99) Other 




Improve N'Hood Watch Involvement 
Deal With Crime 
4) More Trees 
5) Deal With Teen Problem 
6) 
7) 
Need more/better Recreation 
Facilities/Programs 
Need more/better Commercial, 
Retail Facilities 





























Problems with Noise 
Problems with Traffic 
Problems with Industry 
Problems with Dogs 
Problems with Cats 
Housing for Seniors 





Improve Wheelchair Accessibility 
Improve Tree Maintenance 
Improve Senior Services 
Housing for Low-Income 
Clean up Area 
Clean up Back Lanes 
Improve Social Services (public 
nurse) 
Electa & Logan Need 
Corridor/Lights 
Improve Boulevard Maintenance 
L o w C o s t Y o u t h 
Equipment/Facilities Programs 
More Parking Facilities Needed 
Need Community Volunteer Service 
Noise From Firehall Bothersome 
Better Community 
Management/ Expand 
Programs 
Centre 
Type of 
